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PRESS SITE
David Whitehouse rounds up the world's space news for us once again.

PEERING AT PROGRESS 12
Completing our series of photo-features revealing intimate details of th e three primary
elements of the Soviet Union's manned space program. we present the Progress cargo
carrymg craft in glorious color close up.

CERNAN ON SPACE

14

In the second of our OPEN SPACE
opm1on-ed1torial columns. Gene Ce(� an.
1mmortallzed as the Last Man on «he
Moon. contends that the United States
space program isn't really a 'program' at
all; "It is a sertes of events".
After pmpomt1ng what s wrong, h e
offers some ideas f o r breaking "this per
petual cha1n ofgovernmental d1smterest".

ASTP - THE SOVIET
ANGLE

20

In 1975. the Soviet Union and the U nited States l inked spacecraft in low-Earth orbit and
performed a short but s1gn1f1cant 101nt m1ss1on; the Apo llo-Soyuz Test Pro1ect, or
ASTP.
Here. the two cosmonauts involved. Alexei Leonov and Valen Ku basov, descnbe those
h1stonc events from a unique Soviet v1ewpo1nt.

NASA'S FLEXl-WING

24

In another update for fans of NASA's advanced aeronautical research act1v1t1es, our
TOMORROW HAS WINGS column presents details of a very heavily-mod1f1ed F-111 iet·
plane based at the agency's Edwards, Cal1forn1a facll1ty.
It totes wings capable of m1mm1ckmg those of the birds. changing their shape in flight
to suit d1ffenng conditions.
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•�COMM INT"'
PREPARE FOR ACTION!
The rousing ca/I above is double-edged. We'd like you
to prepare for some real action-packed photos further

ROMANENKO'S RETURN 30

on in this very issue, but we also want you to get
ready for a big announcmsnt we'll be making in next
month's issue, , .

Robert Ch risty, our expert on the Soviet
space program, describes the recent com
ings and goings between Ba1konur Cos
modrome and the Mir (Peace) space
station - including, of course, the suc
cessful return flight of cosmonaut Yun
Aomanenko aher his record-breaking
326-day stay i n space.

The pictures are the work of Soviet photographer
Aleksandr Mokletsov, and their appearance
demonstrates the unique relationship SPACEFLIGHT

NEWS bas with the Soviet Union.

We can rightly claim to be the first magazine in the

SPACEFLIGH T NEWS presents a scoop

series of photos of Romanenko's return to
the snow-covered Turgai steppe.

West to release a full series of views showing

32

POSTBAG

Keep those letters flowing in! Our policy 1s to publish the best of the bunch-followed by
our own comments where appropriate.

BOOK REVIEW

33

This month. Eddie Pugh turns his attention to HEROES OF SPACE by Peter Bond. As with
all the titles reviewed i n this section of SFN. HEROES OF SPACE 1s available from our
popular Readers' Book S�rv1ce -see pages 1 B/19.

HEAVYWEIGHT
SPACE LAB

34

We've blown the dust of yet another aging floppy-disc to bnng you the inside story of
Shuttle m1ss1on STS-9/Spacelab 1.
This 1s the tenth SHUTTLE MISSION REPORT to grace our pages, and we intend to
keep publishing them until a l l the Shuttle missions have received the in-depth SFN
treatment I

IN ORBIT

44

Satellite-watcher Robert Christy presents his monthly update on comings and goings be
tween Earth and space.
As usual, Bob's listmg follows on from that published in last month's SFN, forming a
comprehensive record for a l l students of activities aloft.

INFRARED EYE

46

NASA engmeers at Langley Research Center m Virginia have developed a unique infrared
"eye' device to peer down on the upper su rfaces of the Shuttle Orbiter as 1t encounters
fearsome heating levels during re-entry.
With the mformat1on thus gamed, designs for future spaceplanes may be made
more efficient.

cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko's triumphant return to Earth
aher 316 days in space.
With stunning clarity you'll see tbs area around the
Soyuz TM-3 capsule transformed into a hive of activity
as Romansnko and bis compatriots Aleksandrov and
Levcbenko are lihed back onto terra-firma and escorted
to their waiting helicopter, where preliminary medical
examinations begin.
Not that these are the only pictures we're proud of
this month. There's the usual feast of views from the
United States, where both estronautical and aeronautical
dsvtJ/opments get their just share of coverage.
And our important announcement?
That will halfB to wait until next month. although we
can say two things to give you a taste of what's
coming.
First we aim to give YOU an opportunity to play a
real part in advancing space exploration. Running a
magazine with a truly worldwide readership, we
frequently find ourselves being called upon to act as a
catalyst for action.
Starting next month, there will be the means to do
just that
Second; the announcement's appearance will make
next month's issue of SPLACEFLIGHT NEWS the most
important on11 et So important in fact that I'm urging
you this month to get pen and paper at the ready.

;
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The launch of Columbia at the start of
mission STS-9 forms the centerpiece of
this month"s front cover. Inside the reus
able spacecraft's cavernous payload bay
on this occasion was the Spacelab 1
laboratory module, in which four scientist
astronauts worked in s hifts around the
clock for ten days.
Turn to pages 34/42 for our exclusive
HUTTLE MISSION REPORT on this
epic flight.
The inset at bottom-right shows NASA's
ery special F-111 test airplane. It is
equipped with wings which mimmicks
those of a bird's by altering their shape in
flight to suit varying conditions. Full story
on pages 24/27.
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BY D R. DAV I D W H I TE H O U S E

Setback as
Shuttle launch
IS delayed

!

•

THE MOST recent test-firing of a
redesigned Shuttle solid rocket
booster (SRB) has revealed a
fault in an aft nozzle component,
causing a setback to the drive to

�\.�p.;.........
.

put America's reusable space
plane back into action.
The test, designated DM-9
(Demonstration Motor-9) took
place on 23 December and was a
full 120-second-duration firing
of a complete booster fixed in a
horizontal position to a special
support structure at manufac
turer Morton Thiokol's Brigham
City, Utah plant.
Initial post-test inspectio ns
gave rise to optimism when they
indicated that the redesigned
field joint (the area where the
fatal flaw developed on mission
5 1 -L) had performed properly.
However, closer examination
of the aft noz z le area, where the
searingly-hot combustion gases
are expelled. revealed that a
component known as the 'outer
boot ring' had broken at some
stage in the test- firing.
The o uter boot ring is a com
ponent fabricated from plies of
carbon-composite material. It
holds in place a flexible 'boot'
which protects a critical compo
nent in the booster assembly
from heat damage; the bearing
whirh enables the who l e aft
nozzlP to g1mbal 1n flight for
steering.
Apparently, the insulative boot
itself was also damaged during
the firing, a large area of material
being burned away altogether.
Senior NASA officials we spoke
to last week estimated that
Discovery's launch. originally
scheduled for 2 June, would be
delayed by approximately eight
weeks.
Soon after the DM-9 test,
SPACEFLIGH T NEWS spoke to

the NASA astronaut who, until
very recently, was assigned to
oversee the Shuttle SRB redesign
and test-firing program; Robert
' Hoot' Gibson, whose duties
have just been taken over by
fellow astronaut Steve Oswald.
The reason? Gibson has been
assigned as the Commander of
the second Shuttle mission in
the resumed flight program, the
military STS-27 /Atlantis mission
now slated for November.
'Hoot' scotched rumors that
the flaw revealed in the DM-9
test would cause a significant
delay to the STS-26/Discovery
mission previously scheduled for
2 J une. He was also emphatic
that, had the failure seen in the
DM-9 test been experienced in
flight, the consequences would
not have been fatal.
In fact, he said, such a failure
has occured in flight o n o n e
( 5 1 -J) occasion, and n o adverse
effects on the Sh uttle's ascent
trajectory were noted.
The only consequences o f
such a malfunction , Gibson told
us, was that certain items of aft
nozzle h ardware 1n the region of
the bearing assembly would be
damaged beyond reuse on a
subsequent fl ight
• Full story next month.

The full-scale Shuttle solid rocket booster (SRB) used in th e DM-9 test
firing is readied for ignition at manufacturer Morton Thioko/'s Brigham City,
Utah plant. A component failure discovered after the tests will delay the
launch of Discovery by about eight weeks.

Discovery may have
'new' landing site

WHITE SAN DS Space Harbor.
New Mexico (formerly known as
N orthrup Strip) has been desig
nated as an alternative landing
site for the next three Space
Shuttle missions; STS-26/Dis
covery, STS-2 7/Atlantis and STS28/Columbia.
NASA says White Sands would
be used if weather conditions
precluded a normal end-of-mission
recovery at the primary landing
site, the dry-lakebed runways
at Edwards Air Force Base,
California.

Future landing-site options
will be considered after the next
three flights, when data on the
improved Shuttle braking system
and some other technical issues
have been analysed.
White Sands has been used
only once for a Shuttle landing,
when Columbia returned there at
the close of mission STS-3, the
third Orbital Test Flight (OT F), on
30 M a r ch 1 98 2 . The N e w
Mexico site was selected even
before launch, because heavy
rains had flooded Edwards.

On the night of 20 January, we received official word that the
Soviet Shuttle's long-awaited first launch is imminent. The an
nouncement came during a Moscow press conference hosted
l:>v Aleksandr Dunayev, head of the national space organization,
Glavcosmos.
Lift-off will take place as soon as what are termed "final prep
completed. The reusable craft will be orbited by
the world's most powerful booster, the Energia (Energy) vehicle,
which is capable of carrying payloads of up to 100 tonnes.
•The Progress 34 cargo ferry was launched to the Mir space
station complex at 10:46am GMT on 20 January.

arations" are

e It's been announced that the Soviet/Afgan joint mission to
Mir will take place this August.
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EX-COSMONAUT Vladimir Shata
lov. now Chief of the Yuri Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Center ('Star
City') near Moscow has had
some crit i cal comments to make
about the Soviet space program.
His critisisms came during a
recent interview. in which he
stated t h at. apart from t h e pro-

Canada
signs up
•

CANADA has signed a Memoran
dum of Understanding (MoU)
with the United States on partici
pation 1n NASA's Space Station
program. t h ereby becoming first
internat ional partner to do so.
Canada's main contribution

Aussies
upgraded

THE Australian element of t h e
NASA-operated Deep Space Net
work ( DSN) has been upgraded.
The diameter of the large radio
dish at Canberra has been in
creased from 64 meters to 70
meters as part of preparations to
receive t h e weak radio signals
returned by t h e distant Voyager
2 spacecraft as it m akes its
historic encounters with t h e
planet Neptune and its mysterious
moon Triton in August 19 89.
In addition, all th ree DSN
tracking stat ions - the other two
are 1n Cal1forn1a and Spain - are
to be modified to receive data
from t h e USSR's twin Phobos
spacecraft, due to be launched
later

t his

year

(see

separate

story).

together'

about the planet t h e Americans
themselv JS will want to land on
one day .

•Soviet space program officials
have revealed that t h ey have
plans to launch a radar sounding
spacecraft to probe t h e Martian
surfacP between the 1988 Phobos
m 1 ss1011s and the 1994 Franco
Sov1et balloon m 1ss1on.

'COUNT US
IN' SAY
ITALIANS
LUCIANO Guerriero. director of
the Italian national space organi
zation. has said on a visit to
Washington D.C. t h at Italy will
participate in the U.S./ l nter
national Space Station program
even if t h e European Space
Agency (ESA) cannot come to an
agreement with N ASA on t h e
terms of its collective cooperation.
Italian scient ists are already
c o o p e r ating w i t h t h e i r U . S .
counterparts on a Tethered Satel
lite System (TSS) t h at will be
reeled out on a cable over 100
kilometers from an orbiting Space
Shuttle to 'trawl' the Eart h ' s
upper atmosphere for science
data. They have suggested that
such a tether could also trail
experiment packages below t h e
Space Station. possibly rel eas
ing small capsules to return cer
tain m aterials back to Earth .

Quicker Contact!
As of 7 January. SPA CEFLIGHT
NEWS has been equipped with
both FAX and Telex communica
tions facilities. The respective
num bers (which h enceforth will
appear in our publishing-data
panel on pages 2/3 are as
follows:FAX: (0780) 57261.
TELEX: 265871 MON REFG.
We ask all our friends and contacts to make a note of t hese
numbers and to use the new
facilities whenever it helps speed
t h e flow of information to our
pages.

wil l be the important mobile
servicing center t h at will h elp
construct t h e Space Station as
well maintain 1t.
Signing of the MoU was well
t1med. Almost exactly 25 years
ago, t h e first Canadian satellite,
Alouette, was placed into orbit
by a N ASA rocket.

Ex- cosmonaut
Vladimir Shat/av,
on e of th e
mainstays of the
Soviet spa ce
program has been
surprisingly candid
about wha t he sees
as his country's
under- exploitation of
potential 'spin- off'
benefits. He said
that cosmonauts
"will bring the
results back and
everything will
disappear down a
hole".

gram to make detailed observa
tions of t h e Earth from space
th ere was a "lack of purposeful
ness and consistency " in t h e
space program.
He continued by saying t h at.
although a lot of t h e work being
conducted in space could poten
tially lead to considerable 'spin
off benefits back on Eart h, t h e
crews "will bnng the results
back and everythmg will dis
appear down a hole. "
Responding to a question
about c r e w m e m b e r c r e a t u r e 
comforts i n space, Shatalov stated
that
"relaxation onboard the
craft 1s the Achilles' heel of
spaceflights . . . 1t 1s necessary
to have good collect/Ons of
books, video cassettes, tape
recordmgs and regular televisual
contacts with families. Some
times you also need to be alone
111 your cabm.
"As the (space) stat/Ons are
improved, so the opportunities
for relaxatwn
will also in
crease . . . 1t 1s very important to
switch from today's psycholo
gical crew support which, like 1t
or not, 1s weak, to permanent
psychological contact between
the cosmonaut and Earth."

Cape to smooth
its grooves!
ALTHOUGH Shuttle missi ons
planned for the foreseeable future
will terminate at either Edwards
Air Force Base in Cal1forn1a or
White Sands 1 n New Mexico. the
recommencement of landings at
Kennedy Space Center. Florida
will be the next logical step in
the return to normal flight status.
However. the runway surface
at Kennedy has apparently caused
severe wear and degradation to
the tyres and braking system of
the Orbiter vehicle. and NASA
engineers at Langley Research
Center in V1rg 1 n 1 a have been
investigating the problem.
The runway of the Shuttle
Landing Facility (SLF) at Ken
nedy has thousands of grooves
running at right angles to each
other to provide grip in wet con
d 1 ttons. Research work cond uc-

ted at Langley shows that 1f the
grooves in the region of the run
way where the Orbiter first touches
down are smoothed a little, tl1Pn
tire and brake mech anism wear
will be considerably reduced.
Of the 24 S h u ttle m issions
completed t h u s far. only six have
terminated at Kennedy Space
Center due to a com bination of
uncertainties about the h 1 ghly
dynam1c weather cond1t1ons in
Flor i d a and the general conser
vatism built into the early STS
m1ss1ons.

RIGHT: This machine cut over 8.500
miles of grooving into the surface of
the Shuttle

runway at

Kennedy

Space Center. Now. NASA are con
sidering smoothing-out some of the
grooves to reduce wear and tear on
the Orbiter's tires and brakes.

- ��

I N H I S article for our December 1987
issue. former Shuttle Commander AQbert
Overmyer posed another one of his tncky
questions. He asked;"Who wlll be the Pilot on the second
Shuttle

m1ss1on

of renewed flight

operations - the military STS-2 7/Atlantos
m1ss1on?"

lfl<4'tt1&v

The Pflot for mission STS-27 has been
named as Guy Gardner,.

w1cksh1re, England
G a r e t h S i m s of S t a n d e n s B a r n .
Northam pton. England.
Rosy Steu peraert pf Oeinze. Belgium
Carsten Doig of lnverk1p, Greenock,
Scotland
All five will receive an autographed
color portrait of ·shuttlenaut
Robert
Overmyer

before. but we now permit only ONE entry
per person; we wlll select the first five cor
rect answers pulled from the postbag and
the Editor's decision 1s final
Send your answers on a postcard
please, to reach us not later than noon on
8 April 1988
Address: OVERMYER'S
QUESTION CORNER. Spaceflight News,
P 0 Sox 1 00. Stamford, Lincolnshire PE9
1XO. England.
"How many Shuttle Trammg A1rcraft
(STAs) does NASA have on strength at the
present time";"

Ernie Wtllems of Hoboken, Belgium
Steve Moms of Leamington Spa. War-

6

Now here 1s this month's question. The
cond1t1ons and prizes are the same as

(The correct answer to this question,
and the names of the five winners. will
appear on the May 1988 1ssuel.

USSR 94,
REST OF
WORLD 13

THE USSR achi eved more satel
lite launches 1n 1987 than she
did in 1986. Cosmos 1 907.
launched on 29 December. took
the total number of Soviet launches
to 94. compared to 91 l ast
year.
In stark contrast. only 13
satellites belonging to other
nations were placed in orbit
thorughout the course of 1987.
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BRAZILIAN
SPACE
LABORATORY
SET UP

PRE SID E N T Sarney of Brazil has

offic ially inaugurated the new
space laboratory of the Space
Research lns1tute 1n Sao Jose
dos Campos. In this speech,
Sarney said the laboratory was
"the cornerstone that 1rrevers1bly

sets m moflon Brazil's complete
space m1ss1on. the ob1ect1ve of
which is to launch mto orbit and
to operate four Brazilian-made
satelhtes. The first satellite 1s m
an advanced stage of develop
ment and 1s due to be launched
m 1989...
President Sarney also prom
i s e d that no m at ter what
p r o b l e m s or dlff 1 c u l t 1 es his
al
e .
n
z ·
t
o
r

;���: ; ���!� � �;� �� :� ���

CH IN A TO
LAUN CH
SW E DISH
PAYLOAD

T H E PEOPLES' Republic of China
has c onfirmed that she wil l
launch a Swedish sc1ent1f1c and
telecommun1cat 1ons satellite cal
led Fleza into orbit in 1 991 . The

from X1chang. and her indigenous
remote-sensing Earth-observation
the J 1 uchuan
satell1tes from
complex. H owever. she 1s cur
rently building a third national
satellite launch complex south of
Peking and says that this site,
and the X1chang facilities. wil l be
devoted to l aunc liil"g satellites
for com mercial purposes.
Later this year the Long March
3 booster is set to launch two
U.S. telecommunications satel
lites. as well as China's fourth
geostationary comsat.

Why

wast• time and risk

disappointment whBn you can gBt
the NEXT TWEL VE ISSUES of
the world's best-sBlling
spaceflight magazine delivered
through your letterbox regardless
of your location!
Just fill-out the form below and
send it direct to us at the address

SPY-SAT
DETECTS
ENERGIA
AaIVITY�
RE PORTS coming 1n from sources
at the Pentagon say that the U.S.
K H -11 spy-satel lite photographs
show considerable ac t1v1 ty on
the complex that will be used to
launch the second flight of th
r
v t E
nergy) heavy-

�� ��

�� ��

��

k
0st
The prototype Energia flew
successfully on 15 May last year.
although the rocket stage of its
piggyback payload pod malfunc
tioned, resultlng in the payload
failing to reach orbit. Extensive
damage was apparently also
caused to the launch pad fac 1 1it1es.

satellite will be launched by a
Long March 2 rocket, which can
put a payload of up to 2.5 tons
into low-Earth orbit.

A few months after that first testflight, another Energia was erec
ted on the same launch pad at
Baikonur and later removed.
An unmanned test of the
Soviet Shuttle 1s expected to
take place before long, with the

Until now. China has launched
her own geost ationary satellites

reusable spac eplane m ounted
atop an E nergia vehicle.

WONDERFUL SPACEFLIGHTI
For all readers of the magazine "SPACEFLIGHT NEWS" we offer
now new and fantastic space items:

* Original NASA books, maps, charts . . .
* NASA-Apollo documents, fl ight plans, mission
commentary. Briefings, Press-Kits . . .

* Astronaut Autographs (also from the STS-51 L
Astronauts)

* Satel lite images from space (Baikonur, Cape
Canaveral. . . )

* F u ll color Space videomovies from Soviet Space Flight,
Ariane Rocket, Space Shuttle, and many more

* Fu ll color slide sets

Please write today for a free copy from our new published
Spacecatalog "NEWS 1988"

ALB-GESCHAFTSSTELLE, DANZIGER STRASSE 4, D-7928
GIENGEN/BRENZ, F.R.G.
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provided, together with the
appropriate remittance.
Enclose a cheque or Postal
Order if you live in the UnitBd
Kingdom, or an lntemational

Money Order (or equivalent) If you

reside overseas. Please note that
we also accept various Credit
Cards - see details below.
Payment should be made out
to: SPA CEFLIGHT NEWS L TD.

1-.
Rush your order form to:
Postal Subscriptions
Department,
Spaceflight News Ltd.,

P.O. Box 100, Stamford,
Lincolnshire PE9 1 XQ
England.

India hosts
conference
AN INTERNATIONAL Space Con
ference was held recently in
Bangalore, India and attended by
representatives from Great Britain,
the USSR, the USA, West Ger
many and the host nation. The
conference considered the pros
pects for further international co
operation by the major scientific
organizations and institutions.
Opening the meeting, Pro
fessor U.R. Rao, Chairman of the
Indian Space Research Orga
nization (ISRO) said that the
meeting would make a c ontribu
tion to the further development
of international c o- operation be
tween scientists, which is a
major factor in fostering peaceful
uses of outer space to pro
mote s o c i a l and ec o n o m i c
development.

during its next five-year plan.
Details were submitted by the
Minister of State for Science and
Technology,
Kocheril Roman
N a r a y a n a n, t o I n d ia's lower
chamber of Parliament.
Early in 1988 there w:ll be a
second attempt to launch the
Indian ASLV booster that failed
one minute into its maiden flight
in 1 98 7 . India also plans to
deploy satellites to improve the
monitoring of its terrain and the
efficiency of its land use.
The Indian government 1s
reported to be keen on an idea
proposed by USSR premier Mik
hail Gorbachev during a visit to
India in N ovember 198 6 . He
t alked about the c reation in India
of an international center for
ioint research and development
of space technology, including a
school for the trai ning of cosmo
nauts and specialists from other
developing c ountries.

The Indian government has
drawn-up a program around the
space goals it wants to achieve

GOAL
IS MARS

THE

gram ove1 the next five years will

FOLLOWI N G cosmonaut Yuri
Romanenko's 326 -day sojourn

...
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in E arth orbit, Vyacheslav Balbe
banov, Deputy Director of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences'
Institute of Cosmic Research,
told the military newspaper Kras
naya Zvezda that one of the main
goals of the nation's space pro-

be gathering information about
Mars to prepare for a manned
mission.
Balebanov said that new mod
ules to be attached to the Mir
(Peace) space complex will study
the Earth, its atmosphere and the
Pacific Ocean.

COMING UP.

••

Welcome to our listing of imminent launches . . .
DATE

February 1988
February 1988
February 1988
February 1988
February 1988
March 1988
March 1988

April 1988

LAUNCH SITE

MISSION

Cape Canaveral. USA SDI
Cosmos
Plesetsk, USSR
Gamma
8aikonur. USSR
AC-?
Vandenberg. USA
Tanegashima, Japan
San Marco. Indian Ocean Kourou. French Guyana Ariane V21

VEHICLE

PAYLOAD

Delta 181 Classified ('Star Wars')
F-2 Tsyklon Cosmos oceanographic
studies satellite
A·2 (Soyuz) Gamma 1 astrophysics
observatory
Atlas 63E NOAA
H·1
CS3A
San Marco science
Scout
payload
S·206C
Ariane 3 Spacenet 3R/Geostar
R01 comsat + Telecom
1C comsat
Kourou, French Guyana Ariane V22 Ariane 4 Meteosat P2 weather
satellite + Amsat
comsat + Panamsat
comsat
S PACEFL I G H T N EWS Febru a ry
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Russians
design a
new buggy
for Mars

AN AUTOMATIC roving vehicle
capable of exploring the Martian
surface is being designed in the
USSR. It is based on the Lunakhod
buggies the USSR has already
sent to the Moon, according to
Valery Barsukov, Director of the
Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry of the USSR
Academy of Sciences.
In 1970 and 1973 respect
ively. two Lunakhod rovers ex
plored the lunar surface with a
variety of on-board instruments.
Lunakhod 1 travelled a total of
10.5 kilometers and Lunakhod 2
traversed 37 kilometers.

LEFT: Two unmanned Lunakhod
vehicles like this wars soh-landsd
on the surface of tbs Moon by tbs
Soviet Union in 1970 and 1973.
Now thars are plans to produce a
modified version for use on Mars.
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Full range of Mercury, Gemini, Sky Lab, Apollo and Shuttle plus ever increasing number of Participants,
Facilities. Payload, Launch Vehicle and other relative badges plus European, Russian and other agency
badges.

Examples from our range shown here Top. MIR £3.75
First Row SEEDS £3.25, DOM £3.25, Pioneer 10 £2.25, Comet Giacobini £3, PAM £3.75, Shuttle
41G £3.75. STS8 £3. 75, Mercury 3 £1.90.

Second Row FMPT (Japan Process Test) £3.75, Russian/French Mission £3.75, Russian Apollo/Soyuz
£3.50, Russian Soyuz £4, ESA £4, Hermes £3, Hotol £3.25, Gemini 5 £1.90.

Third Row Mission Control £5, Wallops Island £4.75, Space Command £3.75, 25th Anniversary £3.50,
Titan IV £3.75, IUS £3.75, Ap ollo II £3.75, Apollo 10 £3.75.
Fourth Row STS 8 £3.25, Mexican Crew Patch (618) £4, Garn (510) £3.75, Planning Staff £6.25,
Teacher in Space (51L) £3.75, Apollo 14 Crew £4. MSE £3.75, MMU £3.75.
NOW AVAILABLE

-
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Patch £3.75

POSTAGE on any number of patches is
50p worldwide. Overseas should add
£ 1. 50p postage if airmail despatch is
wanted. A catalogue of the full range
of patches and other items that we do
will be sent free 1f requested WITH A
PREPAID OADER... for a catalogue on·
ly please send 25p OR overseas send
2 international reply coupons from your
post office.
Access I Mastercard I Visa I Barclay
card telephoned orders accepted. 24
hour answerphone services.

Please note:

Closed Feb 1st·28th

9

l!RESSSRI
LEFT: Diagram of the Soviet Union's
long-lived Astron astrophysical
observatory (drawn by Ralph Gib
bons). The long protruberance
pointing right in this view is the
telescope section; panels at top and
bottom are solar-eel/ arrays for
generating electrical power for the
spacecrah's on-board systems.

Buy land
on Moon!

WHERE could you buy a five-acre
plot of land for just £ 1 4. or
U.S. $30?
While you're thinking it through.
bear in mind that the plot has no
water or electricity supplies and

that, although the view is good,
you'll find yourself about a quar
ter of a million miles from the
nearest supermarket!
Rick Walter, a U.S. estate
agent (realtor) is offering to sell
plots of land on the Moon
through his company Lunar Land

ASTRON
ACTION
THE ASTRON astrophysical obser
vatory, launched nearly five years
ago by the Soviet Union. is con
tinuing to return valuable data. It
contains a detector to observe
the Universe in X-rays, as well as
an ultraviolet telescope; the

largest of its kind ever placed
into orbit.
Astron's planned operational
lifetime was just one year. A
larger replacement is currently
under construction and will be
launched during the next few
years.

The Royal PIONEER
supporter BIRTHDAY
ES
PRINCE CHARL
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OVERSEERS of America's Pioneer

8 science satellite recently cele
brated 20 years of operational
use. Pioneer 8 was launched by a
McDonnell Douglas Delta rocket
on 13 December 1 967 and was
placed in an elliptical solar orbit
to make measurements of inter
planetary space.
Of its eight instruments, only

one is now functioning, but that
isn't so surprising when one con
siders that the craft was originally

Company. He says he is trying to
do it as legally as is possible on
Earth, and reassures customers
who worry about someone else
trying to claim their property.
Under U.S. real estate law.
land must be claimed in the
county where it's located.
To sound a cautionary note,
we ask eager buyers to remem
ber that selling land on other
planets has been tried before
and that, just like the service that
offers to name a star after you. it
has no legal status. In short. tran
sactions should be regarded
purely as a bit of fun.
The United Nations states that
space, including the Moon and
the planets. belongs to no-one
and that no-one can claim it. We
wonder how long that noble
sentiment will last . . .

CHRISTMAS QUIZ
ANSWERS & WINNERS

There has been an overwhelm
ing response to our first
SPACEFLIGHT NEWS CHRIST
MAS QUIZ, announced in the

December 1987 issue. As adver
tised, the list of correct answers,
and the names of the lucky win
ners, appear in the February
1988 issue - this issue!
Readers will recall that the
quiz was split into two prize
w i n n i ng categories, and one
non-prize-wi n n i ng 'just-for-fun'
category. The answers to the 50
questions posed by spaceflight
historian Eddie Pugh in this latter
category appeared elsewhere i n

t h e December issue.
Now here are the prize-winning
results you've all been waiting
for. . .
FIVE FACE CHALLENGE

In this section of the competition, we pre·
sented

five

·mug-shots'

-

photos

of

astronauts and cosmonauts, past and pre·
sent - and asked you to identify them.
The answers are as follows;-

F1. Boris Volynov (Soviet Union)
F2; Robert Stew•rt (USA)
F3: Dimitry Prun•rlu (Romania)
F4: Ken Mettingly (USA)
F5: Anne Fisher (USA)
WINNER
Peter Rees of Bridgend, Mid-Glamorgan.
S. Wales.

P1: Luna 3. the Soviet probe, returned
the first pictures of the Moon's previously·

unseen far side. It did so in October
1959.
P2: Lune IO became the first spacecraft
to enter orbit around the Moon. The year
was 1966, the month April.
P3: V•ner• 4 became the first succcess
ful Soviet mission to Venus. It delivered
an instrumented capsule into Venus'
atmosphere In October 196 7.
P4: Luna 16, Lun• 20 end Luna 24 w e re
the first three spacecraft that returned
lunar soil samples to Earth.
P5: August 1989 is the month America's
Voyager 2 probe will make its historic
encounter with the planet Neptune.
P8: Ven•r• 9 returned the first picture
from Venus' aurface. This was in October
1975.
P7: Meriner 10 from the United States is
the only spacecraft to have reached Mer
cury. It made three flybys of the planet.
P8: Pioneer 10. the U.S. probe, was the
first operating spacecraft to cross the
Asteroid Belt. It did so en route t o
Jupiter.
P9: Six spacecraft have gone into orbit
around Mars thus far. They will soon be
joined by the Soviet Union's two Phobos
probes.
P10: 1978 was the year in which the
United States launched its last planetary
mission. The craft was Pioneer Venus 2.
also known as the Pioneer Venus
Multi probe.
WINNERS
Philippe Ancia of Leige. Belgium
P.Y. Layt of Thetford, Norfolk, England.
Barry Smith of Skegness. Lincolnshire,

Lars Worm Andersen of Frederikssund.

England.

Peter will receive a very exclusive prize:
a copy of Melvyn Smith•s ILLUSTRATED
Wmged Spacecraft from X- 15 to Orbiter.
Very aptly, this excellent book has been
autographed for our lucky winner by for·

HISTORY DF THE SPACE SHUTTLE: U.S.

Denmark.
Keith Wilson of Blackwood, Lanarkshire.
Our five winners will each receive e

Scotland.

mer Shuttle astronaut and X· 15 rocket·

copy of JANES SOLAR SYSTEM

plane test pilot Joe Engle!

LOOK OUT FOR OUR 1988 CHRISTMAS

LOG

autographed by author Andrew Wilson.

designed to operate for just 6
months!

PLANETARY POSERS

QUIZ/
It's certainly been fun for us running the

In this section of the compet1t1on. ten very

Pioneer B's sister ship, Pioneer
6, has now entered her 22nd
year of operation and is the
oldest functioning satellite in
interplanetary space.

tricky questions on the subject of un
manq ed space exploration were posed by

CHRISTMAS QUIZ- and quite a challenge
of those of you who had a crack at win

Andre w Wilson. the author of the newly

published JANE'S SOLAR SYSTEM LOG.

The correct answers are as follows:-

ning. Would you believe. only one reader
came up with all the correct answers?
It'$ true/ Our hearty congratula11ons go
to Keith Wilson of Blackwood in Lanarl<shire,
Scotland.
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THE Peoples' Republic of China
is the only country other than the
USA and the USSR to master
satellite recovery techniques and
she is now using photographs
taken in space and returned to
Earth in re-entry capsules to
improve understanding of the
nation's terrain, thereby boost·
1ng some sectors of the national
economy.
The Shoudu Iron and Steel
Company has used satellite photo
graphs to prospect some 160.000
square kilometers of land around
Peking, discovering seven pros
pective mineral deposits in the
process.
Another satellite photograph
revealed that the site planned for
an electric power station in Shanxi
lay in a geographi cal fault
z one. so the station was
built elsewhere!
Satellite photographs have
apparently helped in planning for
the double-tracking of the Canton
Hengyang railway line, and have
shown that some sections of the
Baoji-Chengdu railway line crossed
other fault zones.

•Two agreements between the
Peoples' Republic of China and
West Germany covering re
search into the effects and poten
tiaI uses of microgravity in space
were signed recently in Peking.
Under the agreement be
tween the China Great Wall
Industrial Corporation and the
Ministry of Research and Tech
nology (MRT) of the FRG, MRT
will conduct research into pro
tein crystal-growth in space in

1989 using Chinese capsules
capable of returning to Earth.
Another agreement reached
between China's State Science
and Technology Commission and
the West German MRT states
that the two countries will co
operate in research covering a
dozen fields, including materials
science and life-sciences.
Both agreements were signed
after 1 6 West German space
scientists and other officials
visited research institutes in
China recently.
•West Germany is to jointly
build with China a biological re
search satellite, launched atop a
Chinese Long March booster.

The first video documentary shot in outer space!

Launch into

orMt on a tour of the Space Shuttle, led by the astronauts and control

HV

lers of "Discovery" on the mission tbafreturned two delecli"* com
• 88 minutes of being
there! • 20 pages of background notes. • Narrated by
tllt crew_1f mission 51-A.

munications satellites to Earth.

Order with bank check or m.o. for U.S. $41.00 post-paid.
PAL System (Specify VHS or Betal

HALCYON FILMS and VIDEO

We ship air mail from London.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
Mastercard or Visa acceptable.

110 BEACH RD. ROOM 50
KING'S POINT, N.Y. 11024 U.S.A.
Seven Days in Space is narrated.
next Space Shuttle mission.
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in part, by Rick Hauck, scheduled commander of the

RED, BLUE,
YELLOWSILVERI

It's the Spaceflight News
embroidered mission patch
as worn by SFN astronaut
columnist Robert Overmyer
just send a cheque, Postal Order, or International
Money Order- or equivalent- for £3.00
(inclusive of postage and packing) made payable
to: SFN Mission Patch Offer, P.O. Box 100,

Stamford, Lincolnshire PE9

IXQ, England.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
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Having a l ready published a series of intimate close-up views of the Soviet U nion's M i r
( Peace) space station and Soyuz-TM manned spacecraft in our December 1987 a n d
January 1988 issues respectively, w e a r e 'completing the set' t h i s month by showcasing
similarly explicit views of the Progress unmanned cargo-carrier.
The photographs are the work of Robert Christy, who also wrote the caption
comments.

Viewing from the opposite side to that seen in the main picture, the camera pe6rs at equip
ment crammed into the interface between the instrument unit and the tank section (righ�.
Easily visible are tha red-painted interiors of the attitude-control nozzles. The gray
colored girder is part of a display stand and is not part of the spacecraft itself.
Taken from a vantage point slightly to the right of that for photo (1). the camera captures
some of the intricate plumbing on the exterior of the tank section. The prominent yellow
ring supports a plethora of slot dipole antennae for Earth communications.
Yel/ow-colorad protective cover on one of the antennae of the spacecraft's automatic
approach control system (used for rendezvous and docking with Mif).

LEFT: Striking overall view of the Progress 'automatic cargo spacecrah: to use the
Soviets' prefsrsd description. Based on the Soyuz manned sp11cscrah d11sign
shown in these pages last month, Progress consists of the same orbital module
(the bulbous section nearest the camera) and instrument unit (the section ah of th11
yellow ring assembly amidships). The Soyuz crew cabin section at center, how
ever, is replaced by an enclosed tank section, used to ferry fresh supplies of fuel
and drinking water for transfer to Mir's own tanks ahsr docking.
Cosmonaut's-sys view of the orbital module's interior. The h11fty gray
conical object at center is the docking probe attached to the 'front door:
which has been hinged open for access. Normally, it wouldplug th11 cir
cular 'doorframs' in the immediate foreground Equipment racks in the
background house removable containers filled with cargo.
Closs-up ofthe main engine hardware, situated at the rear of the instru
ment unit. Although Progress is displayed publicly in this form, actual
flight hardware is probably equipped with the same single mein
chember unit end pollution cover shown in photo (1) of our S N O O P I N G
A T S O Y U Z photo-sequence Jest month.

New Series

S PA C E
RIGHT: Pictured in his
days as Apollo 17
Commander. when he
became the last Man on
the Moon, Gene Ceman is
our second O P E N SPACE
guest-columnist

NOW
SPACE
featured the publication of our first
O P E N S PAC E column, marking a
new departure for us - our first foray
into a form of journalism known as
'opinion editoriaf . Each month from
here on in, S F N will invite a
prominent space person to air his or
her vie ws on a topical subject with
which they have close connections.
Our first guest was Englishman
Alan Bond; the man who conceived
the radical HOTOL spaceplane
propulsion concept with its claimed
ability to reduce the cost of placing
payloads in low-Earth orbit by a
factor of five.
This month, our guest is Eugene
Ceman; veteran of three Gemini and
Apollo flights and immortalized as
the Last Man on the Moon. Ceman
maintains that the United States'
pace program is not a program at
all - "it is

a

series of events".

Read on, as he elaborates on this
ontention.

- GIVE US A REAL
says
Afoonwalker
PROGRANI Gene Cernan
,... a '"'·"•'""• '°" • ••

M
..�

y sitting here to write this OPEN
: SPACE column started with a
:
chance remark I made to SPACEt•,,.,_...,.,_
FLIGHT NEWS's Editor N igel
Macknight on the eve of a party held in
Houston to celebrate the 15th Anniversary
of my Apollo 17 mission to the Moon.

I said something to the effect that the U.S.
space program was n ot really a 'program· at
al l in the accepted sense of the word- it was
"a series of events " - and that in recent
years those events have incl uded the Apol lo
Soyuz orbital link-up with the Soviets. the
first few fl ights of a reusable spaceplane (the
Shuttle), the Challenger disaster, and coming soon - the return-to-flight STS-26/
Discovery mission.
Now that I'm putting pen to paper, I want
to broaden that theme and say that Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo were a single program to
all intents and purposes, built with a single
goal in mind - landing a Man on the
Moon.
Without Mercury, or without Gemini,
Apol l o n ever would have been.
Going even further, I'd say that without
any one of those flights within that program,
a major link in the chain towards accom
pl ishing the goal President Ken nedy set for
us would have been severely impacted. If
you pull out any one fl ight towards those
lunar landin gs.whether it be Gemini 9 or
Apol l o 7 or whatever, the whole program
would have been jeopardized.
I n deed it was. When we had the Apollo 1
pad fire in January 1 967 we had to delay and
experienced a considerable impact on the
program as a whole.
The series of 'programs' (and I use the
term very loosely) that followed Apo l l o were
closed-in. Skylab wasn't going anywhere.
There was a piece of excess hardware and
three spacecraft that we didn't use going to
the Moon, so we decided we were going to
use this hardware to have an orbiting l abora
tory and learn something about staying in
space for longer periods of time.
But that wasn't a program. that was just a
limited util ization of what turned out to be
surplus Apollo hardware. What the Russians
are doing today, we've al ready done with
Skylab back in 1973-74; on a smaller scale
duration- wise, but on a l arger scale space
craft-wise.
And then we came along with the joint
U.S./Soviet Apollo-Soyuz Test Program
fl ight the following year, and nothing
emanated from that. There was n o far
reaching co-operation between East and
West of the type originally envisaged.
ASTP was a test-case, granted- but it was
a single event nonetheless.
Then on we went to the Shuttle, and other
than the first four test flights - which were a
program to get the Shutt le 'operational' -you

could pull out any mission from the series
over the last year or two before the Challenger
disaster and it wouldn't have made any
difference.
As a matter of fact, several of those Shut
tle flights got leap-frogged over others
because of intervening factors, such as the
availability of crews or the availability of
hardware, and it didn't make any significant
difference to the whole.
There's not a common goal. There's a
Space Transportation System - the Shuttl e 
that's been developed, a n d i s being devel
oped, and it's got n owhere to go.
It's not tied to a far-reaching goal.
Critics of my viewpoint wil l no doubt

national space p rogram as a whole.
What's the next big event in the American
space program? It'll be the STS-26/Dis
covery mission in the summer. After it flies
and it's successful (and it will be). then
what?
You tel l me what the U.S. space p rogram
is geared to; what are our long-term plans?
Where are we headed? How are we going to
get there? What are we going to do when we
do get there?
When I fired these questions at your
Editor, he p layed devil's advocate and said
that now the U n ited States had developed
the tools to do the work, we were at l ast get
ting out and doing that work. We could do

argue that, surely, the thing about the Shut
tle once it became 'operational', was that it
wouldn't n eed to be part of a cohesive pro
gram per se, because each flight had its own

things like launch the Hubble Space Teles
cope. all owing us to see 350 times more
volume of space than we have ever seen
before and making significant discoveries in

self-contained objectives; maybe the deploy
ment of some satellites, or the rescue and
repair of some other spacecraft, or a
spacewa l k to perform some task or another
outside the spacecraft.

the process.
He said we could do a host of other things,

'

Where is the
space program
going to be 1n the
year 2000? '
But that's just the point!
Each flight was merely an event, and if
that event didn't occur, then all that hap
pened was that a given satellite was n ot
deployed into orbit. In other words, that
fl ight was not part of a far-reaching p rogram
geared to the needs of the future; it was an
end in itself.
Again, some people wil l argue the case for
having a Space Transportation System
'routinely' performing tasks in orbit for n o
other purpose that to get those tasks done.
They'l l point to the value of having a reus
able vehicle that deploys satell ites, and
serves as an orbital laboratory for distinguished

like go launch the N avstar GPS satellite con
stellation, and pave the way for Space
Station by assembling experimental struc
tures like NASA spacewalkers Jerry R oss
and Woody Spring did during their 6 1 - B
Shuttle mission i n late-198 5 .
I n effect, h e said, the result was a
gathering-together of all of the knowledge
that had been gained in space thus far with a
view to putting it to work.
My reply? That's wonderful. And if you
want to describe that as a program called
'putting space knowl edge to work', that's
fine. The Shuttle is taking things up into
space and I'm all for this - don't get me
wrong.
But I'm thinking bigger than that. Those
are still events.
Let's look out into the future. Where is the
space program going to be in the year 2000?
What do we p l an to have happening, and
what are we doing it for? What is the p urpose
of a Space Station? I mean, is it just to put
something up there and put people in it, or is
it a link in a chain?
In short; is it a step that's necessary to get
beyond, l ike Mercury was to Gemini, and
Gemini was to Apollo?
My view is that Space Shuttl e is a step. It's

scientists such as Charlie Walker working
the McDonnell Douglas EOS device, capable
of manufacturing pharmacuticals in space.

a link in a chain. Unfortunately, no-one
kn ows what the rest of the chain looks

To them I 'l l reply: "Okay, we have a Space
Transportation System. But for what pur

like.
No-one has defined that. N o-one in this

pose? Going where? To do what?"
The benefits they can l ist are in my opi

country has made a commitment to l ook into
the future and to make that a national objec
tive, rather than a political objective geared
to just the four-year period of office of the
Presiden cy.
The famous R ide R eport on America's
future in space, and the earlier report by
Thomas Paine, were really all that was
n ecessary to start with, and they're fine. A lot
of hard work went into them, and a lot of

nion useful only to a very l imited degree and
don't represent a cohesive program. Gran
ted, the McDonnell Douglas EOS experi
ments were t ied together and each had a
specific p urpose. Each fl ight Charlie Walker
made represented a step forward for that
particular program.
But I'm talking about the direction of the

• Continued over the page
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PLANETARY EXPLORATION
Years of Unmanned Space Probes

30

JANE'S SPACEFLIGHT DIRECTORY 1 987
Ec/rted by Re91nalcl Tum11/
Wi�out doubt the most comprehensive jSSO
poges) ond up to dote (most hos been re-wntten
since i+ie second ed1hon lost year) book space,
h provides exlen11ve de101ls of worlds space
rommes, the m1l1tory use of spore, launchers
� ·,�: �1 :g��e ontrocton section
�nd � n ��� 9�
£67
-on

THE SOVIET COSMONAUT TEAM
by Gordon R Hooper
One of the most comprehensive books eYer wnllen
on the sub1ect, ii gives mony new ins19h1s mto the
secrehve Soviet space programme As well cs
o j� ��;v!� soo•t��nd Eostemd
r8
����:a�ttheFi��book
s�n:
contains 30 background
photogrophs)
sechons whtc:h give on in-depth analysis ol many
aspects of the Soviel space programme mdud1ng
Crew Au1gnmentt., Cumulotrwe time in Spece,
Minion Logs, ond 1he abandoned Sovie! Moon
landing pr�romme etc. The book covers the f1rit
25sfs���t ��ctd��' d���il�n;r:h�e·s�n�z0T��n
l:unch, and the revelations about t�e death of
cosmonaut Volent1n Bondorenko in 1961
£10 95 Vbock

by Arthur Smith
r
s
�� ��: h���;:d"�t:'�r:b:, �: c�;;;���ct:�;1f1c
studies of the Moon and the Planets This is the firil
book lo describe and analyse fully both the missions
and the crofr themselves both the fm1ures and the
spectacular succeues
£7 99
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SOLAR SYSTEM LOG
by Andrew Wilson.

MANNED SPACEFLIGHT LOG
by Tim fum1u
Updated and e.den11vely re-illustrated to cove the
ors
a
o
d
���!t!� sa:�;� ; �� ����h �h���� �sa'5�
includes the thirteen mmstons by X- 15 Rocket
A1rcroft that exceeded on ohitued of SO miles
between 1 962 -68 An 1nvoluable reference book
£795

EYEWITNESS TO THE GALAXY
by Peter Hommg

A general spaceAighl history with Bntish och1evements
being set into their opt locations.
The chopter enhtled 'The Eyew1tneu Guide to the
Solar System' g1Yes very mterestmg 1nformahon on
eoc:h of the plonels 1n tum and the venous spocecroh
that hove visited ond explored them over the yeari. It
is illustrated wtth some breathtaking computer·
enhoM:ed photos token by 1nterplonetry probes clol9-up views of Satum's multi-coloured nngs and
Jupiter's Great Red Spot and gigantic cloud
formations, for exomple.
£1'95 W H Allen.

LIFE IN SPACE
Excellent value-for· money Highlights the great
events of spocef 1ght history with photographs
t1 n n
r
ry
e
e
��� ��:�� b��� o� �l�:t0do�:�e;t�� f:�:
k
:�: ��t�i� :t;� :� f��;::�;s;�i��o��b�0:1;;;1,�
breakdown of the U S manned space programme
Whether your mterest m the sub1ecl is great or
u 1 f
h
eg u
���jJ� b� !1k���h�� �,��e� ��!��en��h7
£i91�.J>le sinking colour ..,ews.

SPACE SHUTTLE LOG
by Tim fumm
Smee its first flight in 1 98 I the Shu1tle hos corned
more than 50 new astronauts mto space, as well os
1
ol
1
�; ��u?;� Wh��s�he1:,:�'::;ri��«� �h��tle
ostronouta The f1'll man to Ry free untethered, tn
b
e
f1;9o'li\,!Sh�:�l�s �:����:. �l��h: ;�\l
��::
st of every m1ss10n mduding crew name, launch
':f
& site
£6 9� {tm;�kj

LIVING IN SPACE
by Pefer Smolders
Thu book will fom1l10nze the reader with the many
aspects of joumeying to ond from o space station
onCI l1v1ng 1n s�ce. All areas ore covered from 1n
depth details of the lounch pod, space shuttle
�stems, and how spoc:e suits worii:, to personal
hygiene ond eohng ond drinking in o space
environment Other chopteri show how space will
be used as o manufocturin� base and how the
o on 1l d o
s c
ny
Vv��; 1� �i c; � ::!i� �/���� 1 �Q �01���
photograprs and 'bo specially commissioned �
po1nt1ngs and d1agroms, tells t_he st� of how there
will be spoce lrovel for all. It 1s not fic:lion, 11 is
about to happen
£1095
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1 9 57 sow the first space launches and the

beginning of the race to reach the moon,
and plonets with automatic probes.
In the three decades since then, the
plonets have been transformed by the efforts
of more than l 00 spacecraft. F rom small
discs into three dimensionol worlds. Solar
System Log tells the story of these vehicles,
what probes went where, their physical
appearance and the results they sent back.
Mony more planetary and deep space
missions are either firmly planned or under
consideration and are included in the
appendices.
£7.95 s/back.
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PRES( RIPTION FOR DISASTER

by Joseph J. Trento

AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF SPACE SHUTTLE
(US winged spacecraft: Xl S to Orbiter).
.by Melvyn Smith
e
u b r c1 g
o
�� re:Js ':'a ��e :�1: a�d�� �; r�� �:g::; � �S�
Skysteok, Scoll Crouf1eld's 0558· 1 1 Skyrocket (which
become the f1nt mrcroh 10 exceed Morch 2), the Bell
X 2 which c101med the lives of Skip Ziegler ond Mel
Apl, the glorious looking X·3 Stiletto, the Northrop X
.4 ond swing wing Bell X-5
ES 9S (ong1nally published al E 15 95)

he full ond, until this book, untold story of
•hy the space shuttle Challenger blew up
egins with the earliest days of manned
)Oceflight.
How solid - booster propulsion wos chosen
ver the vehement objections of men like
Vernher von Broun ond the other scientists.
How billions of dollars were thrown owoy
1 NASA's desperate attempt to buy the
enlogon's support for the Shuttle.
This, ond so much more, makes up the
omplex ond often horrifying account of
·ogedy.

SAVE £8

SPACE HISTORY
by Tony Osmon
The ancient Greeks mode Gods out of the moon
ond stors, romonhCJ choose thom as their symbol of
m 1 r t the
o1
f���� �d :�:����h:o��h'�he o ;e� h:��
fontasized about the exislence of alien creotures
dwel1in$ m other worlds In our own time man's
foscmohon with space, nourished bo1h by prochcol
success and ever more extrovogont science ficttan.
1s stronger thon ever. In this compellign hislory of
man is space, Tony Osmon orgues that it 15 1ust
because of th11 foscinoliOfl that such phenomenal
advances in the technology of space travel hove
e
t
rs
� 95{:;,:ii� �bt:h:d��'r{'2�!j .

1 2.95

DEEP SPACE
by Colin A Ronon
Ouosors, Star probes, block holes, parallel
untvenes, big bong, sleody stole, Alien life ond oll
the theones and phenomena of the cosmos Fully
1l1ustroted
E3 9S (wa> E10 9S}

HISTORY OF NASA - AMERICA'S VOYAGE TO
THE STARS
�;i: �0cf��e0r�;�::r:)f man's
trcl
occompl1s�ments lo dole, 11 covers the speculations
of manned probes of the solor system, where !here
may conceivably be life in some form and the
further pornb1lity of travelling beyond our solar
system lo 1he stors. The weohh of tedmologicol
knowledge necenory for o st1mulati0fl of o l1voble
environment for man 1n space is cleorlY ond
concisely presented as a chronicle of the progren
in medicine ond engineering rhor hos moke 11
possible for man to realize hts goo ls in space
Lorge colourful formot
Now omozmg value ot £3.95 (wos El I 95

HEROES I N SPACE
From Gagarin to Challenger
by Peter Bond

On 1 2 Apnl, 1 96 1 the world watched in
amazement as a yound Soviet pilot become the
first man ever to escape the bonds of gravity and
orbit the Earth Since Yuri Gagorin's historic lligh t
some 200 men and women hove been launcfleJ
into �ace and even carried to the moon - by
some or mankind's most advanced technology. This
book chorts the history of manned spaceflight, and
the men and women who risked their lives to make
it possible. I t tells of the political pressures of the
space race, as the Amencan and Soviet manned
space programmes tried to outdo each other,
sometimes with tragic results for the crews who
piloted the vulnerable craft. Focusing on the
astronauts themselves rother than the billion-dollar
hardware, the author reveals the emotion and
experiences of the men and women who put their
faith in technolo gy that all too often f!UI t heir lives
in the balance. The picture is one of both triumph
and disaster - of endless malfuncions ond
frustrating delays, rarely revealed in the press
reports of the day and of exhilarating success as
man learned lirst to survive and then walk in
space and on the moon.
£ 1 4.9 5 illustrated.

HAMLYN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE
by Ion Ridpath
What keeps o sotellite up' What is a
geostotionory orbit' How do stars formf Will mon
colonize the starsf How is on ostronout trained2
The.e ond hundreds more questions answered in a
well llustro1ed ond practical book.
EJ 9S1 (wo• ES 9S}

OUT OF THIS WORLD.
Space - what it mode off Where does the
universe end' Are we olonea Since time began
1:1 :h:�. t��d �'i'f:ss :u��id�1�:t
��k!,C:
1:d�!
our plonet The mysterious universe
for beyond
coptures our 1mo9mahon today just os 11 hos
throughout the centunes. With this m mind, Oul of
Iha World hos been compiled, toking you on o
fantastic jaumey from edges of the earth to outer
u v l1
o
nes and
;: �! :�d1;�t�°.:� 11: � n�Je��
�f�95i�g WOS
£8 95)
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THE SKYWATCHER'S HANDBOOK
by Colm A Ronorv'8rion JoneVStorm Dunlop
Here is the book that helps you to make sense of
do on
e pret
h n
:�:1:�!�r-�hon�n �0��J���� �j�h 'T�;
Slcywotcher's Honlook at your elbow, you con
begin to understand the astronomical and
�0et�:�o�°n:����";1��fi��a�ff:a�k��dries, hove
Geyond the Eorth's atmosphere 1s the true
immensity of space Al night, the skr. reveals its
wondrous array of planets, stars on(j galaxies, of
comets and meteors. The Slcywolcher's Handbook
moP.S the heavens, month by month. and 91ves
guidelines to help the untrained obseroter read'
and understand the night sky
An absolute gem
EJ 9S

THE UNFOLDING UNIVERSE
by Patrick Moore
On 24 Apri_I 1957,.the SBC launched its 'Slcy ot
1 01tn
s
s
�'9;�s��:; ���;f� .r�:eb ?:r ! f:; �:,h::o
see whether or not 11 generoted real interest At
rhol time none of us could forsee the remorkoble
events which lay dose oheod less than s+x months
1orer, on .4 October, the Ruu1ons u!hered 1n the
s first
u 1
!���a1��t=�11� ��� ��t��;;:� ����:n���
much o topic of everyday conversation.
E• 9S (wo• El 2 SOI
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blast-off

Soyuz- 19,

unusually

hot

even

for

Baikonur. has gone down in the
of

of
the

space

exploration.

Soviet

scheduled for

spaceship

3 : 20 M oscow

time, was to mark the beginning of joint
work

in

orbit

by

Soviet

and

American

crews.

Precisely at the preset hour, the represen
tatives of the Soviet and America n sides.
scientists and Jo urna lists. gave their farewell
applause to Alexei Leonov and Va leri Kubasov
as they departed on their space mission.
Soon after that, an American Apo llo space
craft with Thomas Stafford, Vance Brand and
Donald Slayton on board took o ff from th e
American continent.
Their joint work was followed with keen
attention by people in all countries.
"The road traversed by the participants m
the Soyuz-Apollo program from its concep
tion to the brilliant success of the mission,
was both long and difficult. The Soviet and
American specialists had to settle quite a
few problems and overcome many technical
difficulties.
"And then it is no secret either that the
/oint mission had its ill- wishers and even
direct opponents in the U S.".
This is how th e general results of the
mission were assessed by Academ1c 1<1n
B. Petrov, who was the c h a irman o f the Inter
cosmos counc i l at that time.
"We particularly remember the minutes
when our two ships closed upon each other
and docked m a near-Earth orbit", say
Leonov and Kubasov. "Both ourselves and
the American crew had been anxiously look
mg forward to that moment, which had been
preceded by three long years of pre- flight
preparations.
We were glad to receive fellow-astronauts
Stafford, Brand and Slayton on board our
ship. And then we worked together with
them on board their spacecraft. Let us put it
straight: throughout the mission our working
partnership was close and well·coordinated.
"This is because our mission was based
on the noble idea of setting the stage for
mutual understanding in outer space".
I tal ked to Alexei Leonov and Valen
Kubasov on th e eve o f their depa rture for the
United States at t h e invitation of NASA.
where they were to mark the tenth a nniver
sary of the j o int Soyuz-Apollo mission.
"This is not our first trip to the United
States", said the Soviet cosmona uts, "and
our American colleagues have visited the
Soviet Union on several occasions. After the
flight, together we made a joint tour of our
country and of the United States.
"That was the year when the Soviet
people were marking the 30th anniversary
of the Victory in the Great Patriotic War. The
American cosmonauts were greatly impressed
by their visits to the Piska revskoye cemetery
in Leningrad and to heroic Volgograd. "

by A. Pokrovski

RIGHT: This rare photograph allows us to gain a
Soviet prespective on the Apollo-Soyuz joint
mission. Here, the Apollo Command and Service
Module (CSM) closes in on its Soyuz counter
part prior to the bumpy docking operation. The
rectangular-shaped object at the lower tip of the
American spacecraft is the "special passage
m odule" cosmonaut Valeri Kubasov refers to in
the accompanying article. The module reconciles
the two different atmospheres within the dock
ing spacecraft.
20
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APOLLO-SOYUZ
MEMORIES - BY
COSMONAUT
VALERI KUBASOV

".'I·

·

=: he first international spaceflight

· · in the history of cosmonautics,
known as the Soyuz-Apollo
ir.;-i .• .
Test Project (ASTP). became
possible thanks to detente and to a mutual
Soviet-American striving for wider scien
tific and technical cooperation. A large
number of people i n both countries were
engaged in work on this ambitious venture.
The chief aim of the flight was to test in
orbit the compatible means for spaceship
docking. These means could enable the
Soviet Union and the USA to render mutual

;,.

--�

J;

aid to spacecraft in a difficult position or in
time of disaster.
Besides that. the flight was to carry out
five large scientific-technical experiments in
space physics, materials technology, medi
cine and biology.
The ASTP participants had to solve a
number of complex problems, and the first
among them was the language barrier. It was
of particular significance to the spacemen.
The crews had to understand each other well

ABOVE: Cosmonaut Valari Kubasov. who describas his experiences in his own words for
SPAC E FL I G H T N EWS readers, is pictured hard at work in tha orbital module of tha Soyuz19 spacecraft
BELOW· Tha Commanders of the American and Soviet spaceships meet in Earth orbit Leh is Tom
Stafford; right Alexei Leonov who, ten years ear/iar, performed the very first spacewalk.

when acting in orbit.
The spacemen themselves found a way
out. They decided that each crew would
speak the language of the other side in
flight. Such an approach, from our point of
view, best solved the problem of mutual
understanding, and one must say that it fully
acquitted itself.

11We decided
that each crew
would speak the
language of the
other side in
flight ,,
P reparing for the flight, the spacemen had
to study not only their own equipment, but
also the craft of the other side. Joint rendez
vous and ship docking manouvers, mutual
transfers of crewmembers from one ship
into the other and common experiments
were ahead, meaning that one needed at
least some knowledge of the potentialities
of the other side· s ship and of how to
handle 1t.
Alexei Leonov and I had the honor of
being the members of the primary crew of
the Soviet ship; Thomas Stafford, Vance
Brand and Donald Slayton constituted the
American crew. Besides that, standby crews
on both sides had prepared for the flight.
All of we Soviet cosmonauts had re
peatedly gone to the USA for joint training
and, in our turn, received the American
crews in the USSR.
Apart from the development of compat
ible docking means, other technical tasks
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had to be solved in the course of the realiza
tion of the project. One of them, specifically,
was that the Soyuz and the Apollo had dif
ferent artificial atmospheres. The Soyuz
used a gas mixture close in composition to
the normal air, whereas the Apollo utilized
pure oxygen.
To enable the spacemen to pass from one
ship into the other, a special passage mod
ule was developed and produced. It was
there that a change of atmosphere took
place.
A number of measures were implemented
securing the compatibility of ground facilities
for flight support. The technical director of

exchanging information on launch prep

the project for the Soviet side was Corres
ponding Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences Konstantin Bushuyev, with Glynn
Lunney for the American side.

his wife, arrived at the cosmodrome. We had
a meeting with them shortly before lift-off.
We, already in our spacesuits, sat partitioned
off by glass. On the other side were the

The Soyuz was to blast-off from Baikonur
on 15 J uly at 1 4 : 20 hours. About seven
hours later the Apollo would follow suit.
We were in an elated mood before the
launch. Everything had gone without a hitch.
We had daily got in touch with Houston,

ambassador and his wife. We conversed in
English. At the end of the conversation,
Alexei Leonov presented the ambassador's
wife with a mirror - the exact copy of those
fixed on our spacesuits.
As always, we arrived at the launching site

arations. In the last days before the start, as
had been agreed upon, communication had
worked every other hour. We knew that on
Cape Canaveral everything was also going
according to plan . . .
It was very hot in the last few days at
Baikonur: 46 degrees Centigrade in the
shade. Breathing was difficult in the street only the air-conditioned hotel provided
relief. Only here was it possible to work
calmly with documentation, which had to be
looked through again and again before
flight.
U.S. Ambassador Walter Stoessel, with

21

two- a nd-a-half hours before launch. We
took out seats in the c raft and bega n check
ing the on- board systems. Five minutes
before the start of the engi nes we fastened
our safety belts. Exactly at the appointed
time we heard their roar. Slowly but unreluc
tantly the rocket detached itself from the
Earth.
The famous Gagarin " We're off!" again
sou nded o n the air.
And so Soyuz- 1 9 was in orbit. After the
separation of the third stage, our solar-cell
panels, anten nae and a docking target
unfolded. We reported to the Flight Control
Center: "Everything's okay. The compart
ments of the ship are airtight. we feel
fine . . . "
The flight had started, and we were wait
ing for the Apollo's launch. Alexei and I were
elated, though there was one vexing detail.
The televis ion image from the ship did not
reach ground c ontrol. The Control Center
asked us why, and we confirmed that a
malfunction of the televis ion system had
been discovered. Ground c o ntrol experts did
not have to rack their brains over what had
happened for long.
Very soon they located the cause of the
trouble. The switch through which image
transfer was to be effected had become
inoperative.
Though the preparation of the Apollo had
been going according to plan, nevertheless
we were c o ncer ned. The weather in Florida
is erratic at this time of the year. It was
known that a thu nderstorm front was ap
proaching the launching site over there. But
then by the moment of launch we were told
that the sky had c leared up and that the
thu nderstorm had missed the place.

F LOW N A BOA RD C H A LLE N G E R!

TH E U . S. POSTAL S E RV I C E/
NASA STS-8 F L I G HT COV E R
e a c h ( I n c l udes postage a n d p a c k i n g . Overseas custo m e rs can
deduct t h e Va l u e Add e d Tax - i . e. o n ly £ 2 5 .00 e a c h )

SPA CE STA MP SELEC TION PA CKS
APOLLO PROGRAM (All large)
A001
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A002
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A003
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ROC KETS AND SPACE
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R001

25 different - £1 .00
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LEFT: Another unusual Soviet angle on the ASTP
mission, this time showing the Apollo spacecrah
pointing directly toward its Soyuz sister ship.
Note the cluster of four communications
antennas protruding from the spacecrah's
lower-right side in this view, and the tiny
trumpet-shaped attitude-control nozzles at top
and bottom.
The Apollo was launched o n time.
On the first day Alexei and I had vigorously
worked on board for about nine hours and
were already going to have a night's rest,
having forgotten about television. But sud
denly ground control reminded us: "Stop,
boys. The repairs are needed. " And point
after point they i nstruct us on what is to
be done.
As a result, we slept for only four hours,
but we did repair the TV system.
From Moscow came a report that the
American crew was having its own problems
with the docking unit, and they also went to
bed an hour-a nd-a-half later than had
been plan ned.
There are moments in one's life which
one waits for with great excitement. To us
such a moment was the first docking. It had
been agreed upon that the Soviet and
American ships, while over the Atlantic,
would come up to each other as close as 50
meters and equalise their velocities- "begin
soaring, " in our terminology.
In this position the ships were to have
conti nued movement in the direction of
Soviet territory. It was already over Soviet
territory that the crews were to have repor
ted on the conditio n of on- board systems
and, after receiving the go-ahead, got
down to docking.

In reality, things went somewhat differen
tly. Though the soaring did start over the
Atlantic, when we were flying over Spain
( where there is a point for communication
with the Mission Control Center at Houston)
the operator, upon inquiring about the state-

1 felt a pang,
thinking that the
Apollo module might
go to pieces.
11

ships after this wish began the rendezvous.
A soft touch followed. And the docking!
When on our approach to the Crimea we
were asked how things were, I replied that
the docking had already been completed. A
long pause followed. Obviously ground con
trol could not at once realise what had hap
pened. Only a while later did they ask us to
tell our story.
U n nerving quite a bit was also the second
docking. with the docking module of our
Soyuz now being active. The ships softly
touched each other. I watch the screen and
see that the Apollo suddenly goes off abrup
tly to one side. I felt a pang, thinking that
the module now might go to pieces . . .
But here the Apollo reached the edge of

realisation. The peoples of the world hoped
that it would serve - and it did serve - the
cause of improving the relations between
states; not j ust between the USSR and the
USA. but also throughout the planet.
One can only regret that this beautiful
example of cooperation did not find a worthy
continuation later on. Everybody k nows that
this occurred not through the fault of the
Soviet U nion. Now a very complicated,
dangerous situation is taking shape in space
affairs - the ' Star Wars' program - but I
would like to hope that a sensible way out
will be found, leading not to a new round of
the arms-race. but to a sequel to the line
which was commenced by the Soyuz
Apollo program.
The Soviet U nio n has repeatedly declared
its resolve to work for the preve ntion of a n
arms-race in outer space a n d to e n d i t o n
Earth. Well known are the concrete i nitia
tives taken by our country in this direction.
It is necessary that other states, and the
USA above all, should show an equally
sincere striving for the attai nment of this
historic goal, for only on this road will

the screen and bega n to move back. It meant

Humanity be able to make real progress.

.

Published by Basil Blackwell
Ltd, Oxford, England & New

York, USA.
467 pages
Price £ 1 4. 95 (hardback)

it becomes

increasingly difficult to fi nd a
fresh approach t o a wel l 
documented topic . H owever, in
his book Heroes in Space, new
comer Peter Bond does seem
to have found a formula which

fi nishes up with a book that
contains e nough substance for
the 'space buff, yet still remains
light e nough to be entertaining
to the casual reader.
Prefacing the actual missions
with a chapter o n the early
history of spaceflight and the
problems associated with placing
humans
in
a
fundamentally

�

space debris. . .
Particularly pleasing is the
way that the book resists the
temptation to follow the flights
through in chronological order.
I ns t ead, B o n d has g r o u p e d
together related flights, s o

by Peter Bond

works.
Seeking to, as h e himself puts
1t, ". . . wnte . . . a tribute to the
courageous p!Oneers. . . ", Bond
deliberately chooses to humanise
the events. detailing the techni
cal aspects of the missions o n ly
when they add to the general
u ndersta nding. In doing so, he

. 11

of-affairs on board the craft and lear ning that
everything was well, wished us a successful
docki ng at the end of the talk.
Only by the extreme strain of the crews
can one probably explai n the fact that the

HEROES JN SPA CE
From Gagarin to Challengr:_r

As time goes by,

that the module withstood, and that the
usual oscillating process was now over. I felt
relieved.
Later we learnt that after the mechanical
g rip of the ships, the Apollo's side engi nes
had started working accidentally.
When the entire flight program was
successfully completed a nd we returned to
the Earth, then we traditionally chalked a
big-lettered Spasibo! (Thanks!) on a side of
the landing module and signed be neath.
All the participants of the Soyuz-Apollo
Test Project worked cooperatively on its

According to Peter Bond's book
Sergei Korolyev - the famous 'Chief
Designer' - suffered heart prob
lems prior to Gagarin's epic flight
alien environment, the author
conti nues with some fasci nating
descriptions of the flights them
selves. Each starts with a brief
biography of the astro naut con
cerned, before going on to reveal
such details as; the famous 'Chief
Desig n e r ' . Korolyev, suffered
heart problems before Gagarin's
flight; and, Columbia, the Com
mand Module on Apollo 11, was
struck in lunar orbit by a piece of
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making i t easier to ga i n a n
overall picture o f a given pro
gram. The early Moon missions
are separated from the more
scientific 'J'- class lunar missions
that followed, a nd the early
failures with the Soviet f;·mily of
Salyut space stations arec <f on
trasted with the more successful
occupatio ns of Salyuts 4 to 7 .
There is one small criticism,
though this is purely personal
and in no way detracts from what
is a v e r y readable v o l u m e .
Twenty-six photographs i n two
sections illustrate the text. Some
are familar. and some less wellknown. But how much better it
would have been to use color
pictures i nstead of mono.
In Heroes in Space Peter
Bond most certai nly achieves his
stated aim of chronicling the
courage of the pioneers of Presi
dent Kennedy's 'Last Frontier'.
I recommend it as a worthwhile
additio n to any bookshelf.
EDDIE PUGH
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NASA and the U. S. Air Force - ...,.,_ up to and test- fly a vety special research airplane called AFT/,
which mimmic/cs the actions of a bin/, ahenng the shape

of its wings in flight to suit its manouverings.

Curious to get a closer look. SPACE F LI G HT N E W S
travelled t o Edwanls. Califomia and talked to chief test
pilot Rogers Smith and AFT/ program manager Lou
Stee1S.

. e03

AFT/

ADVANCED FIGHTER TECHNOLOGY INTEGRA T!ON
FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORA TORY

� BOEING
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ASA

has

with

wings

operated
of

airplanes

almost

every

. shape in its pursuit of excel

i,�.. .......,.. . .:'!I.< lance .

m the air. Most have had

_

conventional swept- back wings but one,

the

Grumman

X-29,

has

wings

which

sweep forward. Then there has been the X5 sweeping-wing design, and the tilt-wing
Bell XV- 1 5 .
A newcomer to the inventory, the part
helicopter/ part airplane Sikorsky R S RA,
has a radical X·shaped wing that c a n also
serve as a main rotor, while the ' manned
lifting bodies' of the late 1960s and early
1970s had no wings at all!

A test program NASA is deeply engaged
1n at the present time involves an airplane
fitted with yet another revolutionary wing
concept - a wing that can alter its shape m
flight. Such a device 1s c alled a miss1on
adaptive wing', because its aerofoil profile
changes to suit the task or mission being
undertaken at a given point in time.
AFTI is the name given to the program
geared to testing this concept. The in1t1 a ls
stand for Advanced Fighter Technology
Integration.
The concept of the mission-adaptive wing
has been around the world of aeronautics for
a very long time. Designers have long envied
the c apability of a bird to alter the shape of
its wings to suit differing flight condit ions.
They could visualize the tremendous increase
in efficiency that would be possible if the
aerofoil section of an airp lane's wing could

--

similarly alter its shape all the way from lead
ing to t railing edge in flight.
Theoretical calculations held out the allur
ing promise of enhanced performance but.
as 1s often the c ase. the technology simply
did not exist to support such a concept
through the transition to hard reality. Highly
advanced computer technology would be
required to effect the required wing-profile
variations in flight ( via hydraulic rams buried
within the wing) , in rapid response to ever
changing aerodynamic conditions.
The on-board computers would also have
to cope with the constant control inputs of

• continued from previous page

the pilot as he manouvered about the sky.
As well as the computational advance
ment that would clearly be needed before a
mission-adaptive wing could fly, special
materials would have to be developed;
materials capable of flexing as the wing
altered its shape in flight, yet maintain ing a
smooth s urface that the airflow could cross
with the minimum disturbance, thereby
reducing aerodynamic drag levels.
In short, un less a mission -adaptive wing
could be built properly, and controlled by a
suitably 'smart' computer set-up, there was
no point in building it at all.
The program leading to the cons truction
of the present AFTI airplane began when an
variable-camber wing design
extensive
study was in itiated at N ASA's Langley
Research Center in Hampton, Virginia in the
late- 1970s. Later, engin eers and aero
dynamicists conducted a highly-encouraging
series of wind-tunnel tests and concluded
that the most suitable testbed to facilitate
evaluation of a mission-adaptive wing would
be a high-performance airplane already being
operated by the agency.
That airplane was a stan dard General
Dynamics F- 1 1 1 fighter-bomber which had
already been modified by the addition of the
world's first 's upercritical' wing as part of the
TACT (Transonic Aircraft Technology) p ro
gram being con ducted in the 'seven ties. A
supercritical wing is tailored to optimize the
efficiency of an airplane flying at speeds just
under and just over the speed of sound; the
so-called 'transonic regime'.
In 1 980, a contract was finally awarded to
the Boeing Military Airplane Company,
through the U . S. Air Force project office
assigned to the mission -adaptive wing ven
ture and headquartered at Wright- Patterson
Air Force Base in Ohio, to modify N ASA's
General Dynamics F-11 1 jetplane with the
addition of a variable-camber wing and
associated control and mon itoring systems.
Responsibility for conducting the flight
testing program would fall jointly on the Air
Force Flight Test Center and N ASA's Ames
Dryden Flight Research Facility, both based
at Edwards Air Force Bas e, Californ ia,
leaving two disappointed bidders for the
F- 1 1 1 conversion contract, Grumman and ironically - General Dynamics themselves,
to disappear from the p icture.
Most of the F - 1 1 1 remained at Edwards
during the modification program. Only the
wings of the big twin-engined jetplane left
the legendary California test site when the
time came for Boeing to implement the
transformation that woud turn the original
TACT superc ritical-win g testbed into the
current variable-camber-wing prototype we
see today.
The rebuilding operation took p lace at the
Advanced Development Center of Boeing's
Seattle, Washington plant. Each wing 'box'
(or main spar s tructure) was retained. but the
leadin g and trailin g edges were replaced
with their i n g e n ious variab l e -c a m b e r
equivalents a n d a multitude o f hydraulic
servo-mechanisms (mechan ical actuators
which move
mands from
instaled and
After this

the wing panels un der com
the on- board computer) were
connected-up electrically.
internal in stalation work was

completed, both wings were covered with
sheets of a special fiberglass-like material to
ensure that a smooth s urface is presented to
the passing airflow. Consequently, there are
no protruding hinge-lines or other breaks in
the wind-cheating lines of the upper wing
surfaces, although there are some neat slid
ing s urfac e s ben eath the wing.
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These accomodate the movements that
take place as the internal hydraulics cause
the wing leading and trailing edges to be
pulled down to suit certain flight regimes.
NASA aeronautical research programs
often help the commercial airc raft manufac
turers to improve their products, but this
time some of the techn ology went in the
opposite direction . The s mooth fiberglass
like wing-covering material had originally
been developed by Boeing for the K ruger
flaps fitted to its 74 7 jetliners!
Other modifications to the F - 1 1 1 visible
from the outside are the slight alterations to
the wing/fuselage in terfaces and the line of
·tiny 'sights' fitted along the wing leading
edges, which are targeted by a special 'eye'
peering through a small window set into the
fuselage s ide. This is an instrument which
takes measurements of the wing's flexing
characteristics in flight and records data for
subsequent analysis.
Ben eath the skin, as on e might expect,
the airplane is a mass of computer wizardry,
state-of-the-art flight-control equipment,
and telemetry apparatus for relaying techni
cal data back to controllers on the ground.
As those of you with an interest in military
aviation will already kn ow, even stan dard F111 s have a swing-wing configuration; the
wings can be swept forward to improve low
speed handling characteristics for landings
on short, unprepared airstrips, or they can be
swept right back to bestow Mach 2.5
performance.
The swing-wing capability is retained on
the N ASA F- 1 11, as is the superc ritical- wing
concept of the original TACT testbed. This
means that the AFTI airplane effec tively
combines a first-gen eration variable-camber
wing with a second- generation s u p ercriti
cal wing.
Duly modified, the F-1 '11's wings were
transported by land back to Edwards for mat
ing to the fuselage, after which a series
of rigorous ground-tests were conducted.
The first flight of the machine in its new
MAW ( Mission Adaptive Wing) guise took
place from the hot desert test facility in
October 1 98 5 .
To gain a better understanding o f t h e AFTI
program, SPA CEFLIGHT NEWS travelled to
Edwards

just

before

Christmas
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mode have been underway.
Two of the airplane's four automatic
modes have already been flight-tested, and
performance characteristics in the remain
ing two automatic modes will be evaluated
between now and 3 1 July 1 988. "

On that date, the AFTI program will h ave
reached a critical crossroads - and possibly
the end of the line.
Lou Steers: "Right now, we are trying to
evaluate how much of the required data we
will have gathered by that time. We then
need to decide whether we should push for
further funding, or whether we can say that
we have basically proven what we set out to
prove within the original timeframe.
" We already know we will not have
accomplished everything we wanted to, but
we 're evaluating whether we have enough
to transfer the technology into future air
plane design. "

to meet with NASA Project Pilot Rogers
Smith and NASA Program Man ager Lou
Steers (both have USAF coun terparts on this
joint program).
The visit also allowed us to take a first
hand look over the sleek F- 1 1 1 and some of
its elaborate internal workings.
Steers came directly to NASA from
college, where he was an engineering
student seconded-out to the agency be
tween 1 966- 70 on a six-months-on/six
months-off basis. He worked on the exotic
X- 1 5 and manned lifting body rocketplane
research programs in the early days of his
career, before joining NASA full-time in
February 1 97 1 .
This was followed by participation in
flight- test programs on the Y F- 1 7 fighter
prototype and NASA's Vought F-8 Crusader
supercritical-wing testbed, before Steers
started working with the F - 1 1 1 airplane that
is today k n o w n a s t h e A FTI 'fly i n g
laboratory'.
His personal relationship with this ma
chine now stretches back over ten years,
during which time he has seen it flown by
such distinguished NASA and Service pilots
as Fitzhugh Fulton, Einor En evoldson, Bill
Dana and, poignantly, future astronaut Dick
Scobee, who perished at the h elm of the
Shuttle Challenger . . .
Steers explained to us what happened
after that October 1985 first flight of the
F- 1 1 1 in its new mission- adaptive wing con
figuration: " The A FT/ program was built
around a projected two-year flight-test pro
gram; one year with the airplane flying in the
manual mode, and one year flying in the
automatic mode.
"NASA and the Air Force completed the
manual-control first phase between October
1 985 and November 1 986. Operating in this
mode entailed making fairly basic wing
profile changes in fligh t by means of con
trols actuated b y the pilots in the cockpit,
rather than by the on-board computer.
"From November 1 986 to last summer,
AFT/ was grounded while the automatic
flight control system was instaled. The first
fligh t with that system instaled took place in
August 1 98 7, since which time extensive
testing of the airplane's performance
characteristics
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in its

computer-governed

Assuming that transfer of techn ology will
ultimately take place whether the AFTI pro
gram continues beyond 31 July 1 988 or n ot,
just who will benefit from all the dollars and
effort the Air Force and NASA have expen
ded these past two years on evaluating
these unique variable-camber wings?
Lou Steers has some interesting answers:
"There is both military and commercial
applications. One of the things we 're looking
at is take-off and landing performance.
We're also looking at cruise performance
and manouvering performance - so there's
applications across-the-board.
"NASA is looking at some of the materials
involved on this airplane, and we are
developing our own research 'tools ' which
will help us with advanced airplane con
cepts of the future; not just airplanes with
supercritical or variable-camber wings, but
all kinds of airplanes.
"The Air Force side of our program, of
course, is looking at the airplane's perform
ance from a military standpoint, but that
doesn't mean that the potential benefits of
this type of configuration are restricted
purely to military airplanes.
"Commercial airliners of the future
might well benefit from the kinds of tech
nologies incorporated in the mission
adaptive- wing F- 1 1 1 . "
The inevitable question. Hopes and dreams
aside; is an airplane fitted with a variable
camber wing more efficient than an airplane
fitted with conventional wings?
"What we 've got to date from our flight re
search is that the mission-a daptive wing
concept works on a full-scale tactical
fighter. We have also shown that the per
formance data that we 've gathered in flight
agrees very well with our win d-tunnel data
and analytical results.
"We have verified that we do get a per
formance improvement of the type prediced
prior to the commencement of the flight-test
program.
"Depen ding on what aspect of the per
formance you 're looking at, we 've measured
improvements of between eight and 20 per
cent over the performance figures attained
by this same F- 1 1 1 when it was in its
original TA C T configuration. "
And what of N ASA's trusty F- 1 1 1 testbed?
Will it undergo yet another metamorphosis
and re-emerge onto the Edwards ramp
resplendent in fresh paint, clad for further
battle with the aerody namic unknown?
Sadly, it seems n ot. The 20-year-old
machine could end its days in a museum.
At very least. those fine wings should be
preserved to await the dawn of another age
of aviation. They just might prove to h ave
been the start of something big . . .

APR I L I SS U E: PART TWO T H E PI LOrs VI EW!

BEL OW: Yuri Roman11nko is
stretchered to a waiting Sovi11t Air
Force Mi-8 h11/icoptBr at the Soyuz
tM-3 landing site near th11 central
Asian town of Arkalyk.

SPACEFLIGHT NEWS
EXCLUSIVE!

THE RETURN OF

Count on SPACEFLIGHT NEWS to bring you the very latest reports and
pictures! Thi s month, we're the first magazine in the West to pre
sent a ful l series of pictures showi ng Soviet cosmonaut Yuri
Romanenko's tri u m phant return to E arth after a record- breaking
326- day stay in space.
ween December 197 7 and March
1978, the pair spent 96 days i n
space a s the first visitors to t h e
Salyut-6 orbital labora tory. The
longest-duration space miss i on
before then had been t h at of
America·s Skylab 4; 84 days i n

SOY U Z TM·3's descent mod·
ule. with the world endurance
record-breaking cosmonaut Yuri
Romanenko of the Soviet U n ion
inside, touched-down 80 kilo·
meters from the central-Asian
town of Arkalyk on 29 Decem
ber 1987, returning him to a
hero's welcome just in time for
the national New Year holiday.

It was ten years since he and
cosmonaut Georgi Grechko had
become the first Soviet c rew to
lebrate New Year in orbit. Bet·

1973/4.
The picture on the left shows
the descent capsule of Soyuz
T M-3, with the three c osmo·
nauts still inside. M embers of
the recovery team and a televi·
s i on crew c l uster around the exit
hatch and stretchers lay nearby.
Some interesting details can
be discerned on the base of the
capsule, exposed when the pro·.
tective heat-sh ield was jet·
tisoned at altitude s hortly after
re-entry. On either side of the
CCCP USSR legend we can see
pairs of blackened nozzles. These
are the solid-propellant rocket
engines w h i c h soften t h e land·
ing impact.
They are triggered into action
at the instant t h ree downward·

Report by Robert Christy
Photography by Aleksandr Mokletsov

pointing probes make contact
with the ground (two are visi ble
here, bent back at t h e moment of
touchdown; the t h i rd has p re·
sumably been broken off).
The radio antenna protruding
at 45 degrees broadcasts a
s i gnal from Soyuz· TM's recovery
beacon. There are also some
flash ing strobe- lights on t h e
spacec raft. but they are not visi 
ble from t h i s angle.
Wording stenciled onto the
base of t h e capsule explains in
Russian and English, alongside a
sequence of four di agrams. how
members of the public can help
the c osmonauts t o c l i mb out.
They also warn against potential
injury or c ontamination from
various on-board pyrotec hnic
devices.
We were fasci nated by some
of the symbolism on the space·
craft's base. For example, we
triangular-shaped
symbol denoting
the presence of radioactivity just
not i c ed the
international

above t h e letters CCCP. The
familiar 'wine glass' symbol indi·
cates t h at careful handling is
required. A n arrow nearby means,
quite literally, THIS WA Y UP . . .
Close inspection of i ndenta·
tions in the snow indicate that
the capsule has moved from its
original position, either under
the i nfluence of the high winds
on its billowing parach utes. or
with t h e aid of recovery team
'
muscle-power.
The c raft has clearly slid to a
halt (note tracks in the snow to
right), been rolled clockwise,
then rolled part-way back into its
final resting place (the presence
of c ompacted snow on the cap·
sule's near- side bears out this
observat i on).
The last three months of the
Soyuz TM·3 fli ght had been busy
ones for Romanenko and fellow·
cosmonaut Aleksandr
Aleksandrov. October was spent
unloading the Progress 32 un·
• continued over the page
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manned cargo-carrier, launched
at 11 :44pm GMT on 23 Sep
tember (2:44am M oscow time
on 24 September). Two days
later it had approached the
Soyuz TM-3/ M ir/Kvant com
plex and, at 1 :08am GMT on 26
September, hitched-up to the
Kvant end of the orbital 'train'.
Progress 32 was used to test
some new control and stabiliza
tion software programs which
had been loaded into one of
Mir's computers by the crew. At
4:09am on 10 N ovember, as part
of those tests, it undocked and
drew away to two-and-a-half
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kilometers distance and then
moved back to re-dock at 5:47am.
At 7 : 25pm on 17 N ovemb� r it
departed for good. Filled with
garbage Roman.enko and Alek
sandrov had loaded aboard, it
spent a few hours in free flight
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before retrofire was initiated at
12: 1Oam on 18 November. Three
quarters of an hour later, Pro
gress 32 burned-up in the Earth's
upper atmosphere.
After official announcements
that the end of R omanenko's
long-duration mission was ap
proaching, the next event came
almost as a surprise. Progress 33
left Baikonur at 1 1:4 7 pm on 20
November carrying fresh supplies
to the station. It spent the
routine two days chasing Mir and
then, right on-cue, attached
itself to the back of the Kvant
m o d u l e at 1 : 39am on 23
N ovember.
With Progress 33's launch
came the Soviet Union's first
major foray into the space-souvenir
market. Packed in a special con
tainer in the vehicle's cargo hold
were 1,000 stamped, franked
envelopes for later sale to the
stamp-collecting public.
Another month was taken to
unload Progress 33 completely,
and its manouvering engine was
put to use at around 3:00pm on
12 December, when it was used
to raise the orbit of the whole
complex and establish launch
'windows' for Soyuz TM-4 , which
by this time was being prepared
for lift-off.
Before the engine-firing, the
M ir/Kvant complex was in a 325
x 340-kilometer orbit, with a
period of 91.13 minutes. After
the adjustment, the heights were
334 x 360 kilometers, and the
period 91 .42 minutes.
The first indication that a
manouver had taken place came
later on in the day, when radio
signals monitored by the SPA CE-
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ABOVE This computer-generated map illustrates the final two hours of
Soyuz TM-J's flight on 29 December. Aher crossing Africa at the end of its
last-but-one orbit Soyuz TM-3 passed from west to east (!eh to right)
across the USSR. During that time it came, in turn, within range of the
major ground stations at Tblisi Dzhusaly (near Baikonur), Ko/pashevo, Ulan
Ude and Ussuriysk. As it headed out over the Pacific Ocean it passed over
one of the standard tracking-ship stations oH Japan, then into a zone out
side radio-cover. Aher Soyuz TM-3 had crossed the Pacific and the
southern tip of South America, its retrofire was monitored by another ship
in the south-Atlantic. Control then passed to another waterborne tracking
station in the Gulf of Guinea, before the spacecrah's re-entry into the
atmosphere and the standard radio black-out period. Landing came near the
town of Arkalyk, north-east of the Aral Sea and Baikonur, from where Yuri
Romanenko's journey had started ten months earlier.
FLIGHT NEWS team in Lincoln,
England, came slightly later than
expected. The manouver set-up
a series of 'windows' on the
remaining odd-numbered days
of December (see S TOP PRESS
item in our J anuary 1 988 issue,
page 4 ) .
On 9 December, M.ajor-General
Aleksei Leonov, deputy head of
the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut
Training Center, presented two
full- trained crews to the 13ress.
Experienced cosmonaut Colonel
Vladimir Titov was named Com
mander of the first crew, teamed
with flight engineer M usakhi
(M usa) M anarov, and cosmo
naut-researcher Anatoli Levch
enko, a test pilot.
Crew number two consisted of
Colonel Aleksandr Volkov, Alek
sandr Kaleri and Aleksandr Shchu
kin, another test pilot. Leonov
said that a final decision as to
which team would be launched

would be made shortly before
lift-off.
According to R adio M oscow,
all six men would fly to Baikonur
the following day for launch in a
further ". . . ten days or so . . . ",

making 21 December the most
likely date.
On 19 December, Soyuz T M -4
and its rocket were taken out to
the launch pad. A final decision
on which crew would fly the

mission had "still to be made"
(which means, more accurately,
that the crew allocations were
still to be confirmed), so the
individually-tailored cosmonauts'
seats still had to be instaled in
the craft. Launch was set for
11 : 18am GMT (2: 18pm M oscow
Time) on 21 December, as antici
pated, and news came that the
cosmonaut-researcher would be
returning to Earth with Roman
enko and Aleksandrov in the
Soyuz TM-3 vehicle.

The State Commission (a flight
readiness review board) met on
20 December and confirmed that
the Titov crew would be aboard
Soyuz. Yuri R omanenko may
have heaved a sigh of relief, for
although the handover to the
new crew would only take a
week, he had been spared the
ordeal of working with four other
people all named Aleksandr!
It would have been even
worse than his experiences dur
ing the J uly 198 7 Syrian cosmo
naut visit, when he had to
choose between three Aleksandrs;
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LEFT: A remarkably happy-looking
Yuri Romananko gins his first im
pressions of tha 326-day flight and
landing to journalists on tha snow
covarad Turgai stapp11.

Cosmonaut Anato/i lavr:hanko. who
had spent only sann days in orbit
makes his way toward tha waiting
halicopfllr. his chores far from over.
Romananko and Alaksandrov wars
taken straight home. but lavr:hanko
was tasked with taking a Tupo/av
Tu- 154 jadinar on a 3.000-mila
mock spacaplana 'ra-antry and
landing' - proof positi11t1 that tha
Soviet Shutt/a is on its way.

together at the c orrect speed.
Six hours after leaving Baikonur.

sky led by Mir/ Kvant, some forty
minutes ahead of Soyuz TM-4,
which was preceded by a twink
ling. tumbling final-stage rocket
casing.
Radio Moscow's report of the
launch contained the intriguing
snippet of in formation that Lev
c h en ko' s work i n v o lved ". . .
testing control techniques for
reusable spacecraft . .

Soyuz TM-4's path carried it over
Great Britain (and. later in the

Observers were left to specu
late as to the precise m ean ing of

flight sim ply to allow him to get
his ·space legs', or was there
more to it?
At 1 2 : 2 8 pm, Soyuz TM-4
arrived alongside Mir. It then
spent seven min utes moving
around to the Kvant end of the
complex before completing the
docking man ouver at 1 2 : 5 1 pm
(Progress 33 had departed that
docking port at 8 : 1 6am on 19
December, to meet a fiery end a
few hours later).
At 2 : 2 0pm, the hatch was
opened and the new crew floated

day,

the phrase. Was

through into the complex where, if

Aleksandr Laveikin, Aleksandr
Viktorenko and Aleksandr Alek
sandrov.
Soyuz TM-4 lifted off exactly
on schedule before a live televi
sion audience. Nine min utes
later it was in low-Earth orbit, to
.start the 48 -hour 'Mir chase'.
Four firin gs of the Soyuz-TM
main engine would be needed to
bring ferry and space station

over the

Un ited

States) .

where observers were treated to
the sight of a parade across

Levchenko's

all goes to plan, they will remain
until the end of 1988, setting a
new duration record and break
ing the psychological ·on e-year
in -space barrier'.
Fol lowing a six- day handover
period. Romanen ko. Aleksan 
drov and Levchenko were ready
to depart. Their final task. after
packing the Soyuz descent module
with logbooks. experim e n tal
results, the newly-franked postal
covers and their personal belong
ings, was to move Levchenko's
tailored couch from Soyuz TM-4
to Soyuz TM-3.
• continued overleaf
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Romanenko had some terse
remarks for ground controllers
when he felt they were t rying to
push his last -minute packing
along too quickly . . .
On 29 December, the iourney
back to Earth began with un
dock1ng at 5 :49am. At 8 : 20am
retrofire was completed and
Soyuz TM-3 was on an 1 rrevers1ble downward course, set to
plunge into the atmosphere above
central Africa. Following a rad10-

blackout period, caused by the
w h i t e - h o t s h e a t h of p l a s m a
generated b y frictional heating
between the spacecraft and the
surrounding air during the 7 ki lometers-per-second plunge,
the cosmonauts were once again
in contact with their colleagues
on the ground.

BELOW- A doctor takes Romenenko's
pulse during a preliminary medical
examination inside the helicopter en
route to tlle permanent medical
facility.

At 9:00 precisely the parachute
unfurled, although t here was still
over 100 kilometers to go. At
9:02 the range was down to 25

kilometers. Fi nally, at 9:16am
GMT, the descent capsule touched
down on Mother Russia.
Romanenko was home at last
- after orbiting the Earth 1 5Y:z
times a day for 326 days, 11
hours and 38 minutes.
Aleksandrov's flight had been
shorter; a matter of ·only· 1 61
days, 7 hours and 17 minutes.
but this was no mean feat in
itself, as only four previous
manned space missions ( if we
exclude Romanenko's) had been
of a longer duration.
H elicopters had difficulty land
ing near to the descent module,
which was lying on its side. They
were being buffeted by near
gale-force wind gusts of over 60
miles per hour.
Physically, flight had taken its
toll on the men. Romanenko and
Aleksandrov had to be carried
from the descent capsule. Because

ABOVE· Cosmonauts Aleksandr
Alexandrov (!eh), Yuri Romanenko
and Anato/i Levchenko smile for
Aleksandr Mokletsov's camera in
tlle cabin of the Mi-8 helicoptar that
transported tllem away from the
landing site.
of the high winds, 1t was imposs
ible to erect the usual tent at the
site, so the two cosmonauts
were taken directly to a helicop
ter; then, after a preliminary medi
cal check, back to Baikonur.
Levchenko was afforded less
luxury. It appeared that his mission
was not quite over! He was
tra nsported by helicopter from
the landing site to a nearby air
field where a Tupolev Tu-154 air
liner was awaiting him. The
meaning of the Soviets' earlier
reference to Levchenko's work

involving
". . . . control
tech
mques
for reusable
space-

BELOW· Now that Romanenko is
back on Eanh, Colonel Vladimir
Titov is the new Commander of the
Mir (Peace) space station. He is a
veteran of the ill-starred Soyuz T-8
mission of April 1983 and a
survivor of tlle original Soyuz T- 10
mission that September. which
came to an abrupt end when a fire
on the launch pad precipitated
emergency ejection of the two-man
crew. Titov celebrated his 40tll
birthday aboard Mir on 1 January,
just a few days aher getting on
orbit

craft . . . " suddenly became very
clear . . .
With Levchenko at the con

trols ( and possibly with his back
up, Alexandr Shchukin, at his
side) the aircraft flew to Moscow.
Then, after a short stop, Lev
chenko flew it back to Bai konur.
He had completed a round-trip of
about 5 000 kilometers, some
five hours of flying time.
Only then was his 'space
mission· finished.
H e had s i m u l a t e d , under
genuine spaceflight conditions
of weightlessness. an eight-day
shuttle-type mission, complete
with an approach and landing at
an airfield on Earth, fully profi
cient behind the controls of a
winged manouverable craft.
Soviet officials later confirmed
that Levchenko's exercise had
been a test of a man' s ability to
spend time in orbit and then
make a safe airplane-type land
ing, and that this was indeed a
pathfinder for future operations
with

the

long-awaited

Soviet

Shuttle.
Back up in space. one further
task had to be completed before
the new long-stay crew could
settle down to their year-long
mission. The day after Soyuz
TM-3 departed, Titov and Manarov
climbed aboard Soyuz TM-4,
undocked it from the Kvant mod
ule, waited for the complex to
complete a half-somersault, then
redocked it at Mir's axial ( forward

facing) hatch.
The whole manouver was
competed in nineteen minutes,
and left the way open for the next
unmanned Progress cargo- carrier
to dock with Mir/ Kvant/ Soyuz

TM-4 in mid-January 198 8 .
Look out for news o f its arrival
in our PRESS SITE pages.
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answer is given as Skylab 3, but

AUTOG RAP H- H U NTER
EXT RAO R D I NARY

Sh epard n ever went to Skylab!
In addition. I was appalled to
see your reference to "Cape
Kennedy" on page 10 of the
Jan uary 1988 issue. The name
was changed back to "Cape
Cana veral" 1 5 years ago.
R a y Ward,
Sheffield, England.

Dear SFN,
I AM writing to tell you and your
readers about my collection of
astronaut autographs and space
mem orabilia. some of which are
put on public display from time
to time in my workplace, the
Glengorm ley bran c h of t h e
Ulster Bank.
To start with, I have the
autographs of practically every
American to have flown in space.
These include Neil Armstrong,
Gene Ceman, the late Donn
Eisele, Senator Jake Garn and
Anna Fis h er. Sadly, my collec
tion also includes the autographs
of four of the seven victims of the
Challenger disaster; Dick Scobee,
J udy Resnik, El Onizuka and
Ron McNair.
On the brighter side. I have the
autographs of two of the five
STS-26/Discovery
astronauts;
Rick Hauck and ' Pinky' Nelson.
There are some particularly
rare autographs h i dden amongst
the familiar names. Do you recall
John Llewylln, who would h ave
become the first British -born
astronaut had he not left NASA
in 1969? I have his autograph ,
and also that o f t h e man w h o s o
nearly m ade it to th e 'first
Bntisher-in-space' title in 19B6.
N i gel Wood.
Other rarities; I h av e t h e
autographs o f Sh uttle astronaut
Li n da Godwi n , wh o has yet to fly
in space, the Canadian Payload
Specialist (another yet to fly)
Roberta Bon dar, a n d Soviet
cos monauts Yuri Gagarin, Gher
man Titov, Valentina Tereshkova,
and Vitaly Sevastyanov.
Aside from the autographs. I
also have some interesti n g items
of space memorabilia, and even
actual ' h ardware'. Th ere's a
sketch of Friendship 7 drawn
(and si gned) by John Glenn, a
vial of polyester material pro
cessed on Sh uttle m ission STS6 (Challenger's debut flight), a
piece

of

insulation

from

the

Dear Ray,

p

YES,
you're right about Al
Shephard never having flown to
Skylab. What the wording should
have said was Al Bean, not Al
Shepard!
With respect, we did not refer
to the Cape Canaveral geographi
cal area as "Cape Kennedy" in

Write to Postbag, Spaceflight News
P.O. Box

100,

Stamford, Lines PE9 1 XO, England.

error as you suggested. If you
look back over previous issues of
S FN , you 'll see that we do oc
casionally use the words "Cape
Kennedy", e ven though - strictly
speaking - the Cape was re
named many years ago.
The reason for this very

f

Autograph-huntBr DBrBk HBatly of NorthBrn lrBland has thB autographs of IBft to

)

right NBil Armstrong, Yuri Gagarin, ValBntina TBrBshkova, AnnB FishBr and many
othBr spacBflight notablBs . . .

Skylab space station. recovered
from debris w h i ch rained down
on Western Australia in J uly
1979, an Order of Service from
the Challenger disaster memorial
service held a few days after the
accident, and one of the now
famous First Day Covers flown
aboard Challenger on m ission
STS-B in m i d-19B3.
These items, and my many
autographs, are m y pride and joy.
When I dis covered that I was one
of the win ners in an O VER
M YER'S QUESTION CORNER
quiz held in SFN recently, and
later recei ved m y prize of an
autographed color portrait from
your astronaut guest-col um n ist
Robert Overmyer, my friends in
the Iris h Astronomical Associa-

tion simply remarked; " Trust
you!"
Derek Heatly,
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim,
N . I reland.

C H R I STMAS QU I Z
Dear S F N .
IN addition t o the small error in
t h e Decem ber 198 7 i s s ue's
SPA CEFLIGHT NEWS CHRIS T
MAS QUIZ, which you n oted on
page 6 of your Jan uary 1988
issue, I am writing to say that
there is one m ore.
In Section 1, The Ten Com
manders, question 4 asked which
was the first s pace mission com
man ded by Al Shepard. T h e

deliberate usage is that we feel
the whole area embracing Ken
nedy ·Space Center and Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station is
still, spiritually, "Cape Ken n edy"
- whatever the pedants would
have us call it.
I think we are better-off adopt
ing the principle that titles, like
rules,
were coined for the
abeyance o f fools and the
guidance of good men.
Cape Kennedy - here's to the
next 20 years!

BOO K F O U N D
I AM writing in reply to Canadian
reader Mary Macphee's query
published in the December 1987
issue.
Mary described a book she'd
seen somewhere but couldn't
identify. From the description
she gave. I'd say it sounds like a
book I have in my possession.
It's entitled Moments in Space
and

is

published

by

Gallery

Books, an i m print of W.H. Smith
Publishers. Inc.. 112 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10016,

by R u ss Brown

USA.
A. Angelidis,
N orthcote, Victoria,
Austra l ia,

MISSION
REPORT

Overleaf we continue
our series of S H UTTLE
M I SS I O N R E PO RTS written
prior to the appearance
of the first issue of

SPAC E F L I G HT N EWS in
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pacelab, at long last, has had its

JO first taste of space! The E u ro
,

�..kil

pean Space Agency- built orbital

laboratory, which was designed

from the outset to occupy a berth in the
Shuttle's cavernous payload bay, was four
years late in getting there. Nevertheless,
its debut flight has been deemed a success
by all but the most cynical observers.
Lasting over ten days, the joint NASA/ESA
STS-9/Spacelab 1 flight was the longest
Shuttle mission to date. The presence of
the Spacelab 'long module' and a single
experiment- bearing pallet i n the cargo hold
made this the heaviest Shuttle stack ever to
get away from the launch pad.
Under legendary Commander John Young,

a six-man crew established a new bench
mark as the largest ever flown into space on
a single mission. It was a crew of contrasts.
Young was making a record-breakin g sixth
spaceflight, while his Pilot, Brewster Shaw,
was n otching-up his first. Two Mission
Specialists flew on this occas ion; Dr Owen
Garriott (53), adding this flight to his 59-day
Skylab 3 stint in 1973; and Dr Robert Parker
(46), like Shaw, a space 'rookie'.
A particularly noteworthy feature of STS-9
was that it became the first mission to fly the
n e w breed of astronauts known as Payload
Specialists; career-scien tists NASA has
brought into the Shuttle program to enhance
the scientific gain from each mission.
The Payload Specialists in question were
biomedical engineer Dr Byron Lichten be rg
(35) of the Un ited States and materials
science specialist Dr Ult Merbold (42) of
West Germany - the first non -American to
fly on an American manned mission.
Merbold, born in East Germany inciden
tally, was seconded to NASA for this flight
by ESA. His selection from the corps of Euro
astronauts may ( quite rightly) have had
something to do with the fact that West Ger
many contributed 55 per cent of the $850
million development costs of Spacelab.
Homing in on the action as we are wont to
do, SPA CEFLIGHT NEWS interviewed two
of the STS-9/Spacelab 1 astronauts post
mission. They were Owen Garriott and Byron
Lichte nberg, both of whom spent the
majority of their time working experiments
ins ide the Spacelab module.
Lichten be rg told us he had wanted to fly in
space "ever since I was a kid and read a lot
of science fiction ". His career path took him
into the U.S. Air Force. He flew F-4 Phantoms
on 138 combat missions in Vietnam, includ
ing 43 over North Vietnam, garn ering two
Distinguished Flying Crosses and eleven

C R EW:
( l eft to right, ABOVE)

OWEN GARRI OTT ( M S 1 )/
BYRON LICHTENBERG ( PS2)/
BREWSTER SHAW ( P ilot)/
J OHN YOU N G ( Commander)/
ULF MERBOLD ( PS 1 )/
ROBERT PARKER (MS2)
O R B I T E R : Columbia (OV-102)
LA U N C H :

16:00:00 GMT/28 November 1983
Kennedy Space Cen ter. F lorida.
LA N D I NG:
23:4 7 : 24 GMT/08 December 1983
Edwards, California.
O R B ITS: 167
D I STANC E : 3,7 5 5 .424 n autical miles.
M I SS I O N E LA P S E D T I M E:

10 days, 7 hours, 4 7 m i n utes, 24 seconds
(247 hrs. 47 mins, 24 secs).
W E I G HTS:

Take-off/4 ,5 15,296 pounds
Landing/220,027 pounds
This was back in 197 6. Lichtenberg and
his colleagues had been investigating why
some people succumb to spacesickness, and
how the brain changes its function in space;
how it takes in different sensory information
and deals with this new information.
By 1 97 8 , Lichte nberg had been selected,
along with Dr Michael Lampton from Berkeley,
California, to train as a Payload Specialist for
Spacelab 1 . Only on e year before lift-off was
a decision taken as to which one would
actually fly and who would back him up.
Since making his epic Skylab 3 flight in
'73, our second 'featured astronaut', Owen
Garriott, has been far from idle. After com
pleting his Skylab mission , he transfered
from the Astronaut Office to become first
Deputy Director, and then Director, of the
Space Science and Applications office at

Air Medals.
On leaving the Air Force, Dr Lichten berg
entered the civilian scientific sector. He atten
ded the internationally-known Massachusetts
Institute of Techn ology (MIT) where, along
with some Canadian co-investigators, he
found himself drawn into a proposal whereby
some space motion-sickness experiments

Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
After seve ral years at Houston, Garriott
began a one-year government Fellowship at
Stanford U n iversity renewing his academic
credentials: "/ didn 't specialize, I purposely
followed a number of different disciplines as
broadly as possible, just to get reacquainted
with the academic community".

be flown
mission.

with NASA as Assistant Director for Space
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aboard the inaugural Spacelab

Following that, Garriott resumed duties

and Life Sciences, again at J S C, but in 1978
he return ed full-time to the Astronaut Office
to get ready for STS-9/Spacelab 1 .
That's five years preparing for one space
miss ion, but there was a lot to do, as Garriott
himself recounts: "We were following the
development of the Space/ab hardware in
Europe. We had a number of our early train
ing activities there for the experiments that
were flown on Space/ab 1, and we also
followed the completion of the hardware de
velopment and some of the testing of it at
Bremen and other European locations. "
Because he had performed three space
walks on his Skylab 3 mission, Garriott was a
natural for selection (with John Young) to
the two-man team assign ed to contingency
EVA train ing for STS-9. Such training takes
place before every Shuttle mission. It
ensures that there is a second line of
defense in the un likely event of a me chan i
cal failure n e cessitating the manual stowage
of the payload bay doors prior to re-entry.

LAUNCH

The launch of STS-9/Spacelab 1 was
delayed, first to Se ptember, then to October,
and finally to late- November, by a combina
tion of problems with the TDRS tracking and
data relay satellite system which sup ports
Shuttle missions, and concerns awake ned
by analysis of the solid rocket boosters
recovered from the ocean after the 30
August launch of STS-8/Challenger.
On close inspection, the three-in ch-thick
CONTI N U E D ON PAGE 39

UPPER RIGHT: Spaca/ab axtarior; tits mannad
'Jong modula' is saan positionad in Columbia's
payload bay prior to tbs spacacrah baing rollad
out to tits launch pad Tbs hinga linas of tha
payload bay doors ara 11isib/a on aithar sida of
tits modu/a, as is tbs Z-shapad da11iation built
into tbs tunnal connacting tbs laboratory to tbs
Orbitar mid-dack which is oH-frama to tha
/ah.
LOWER RIGHT: Spaca/ab intarior. Botlt of tbs
'fBatunNI astronauts' intafl!itJWBd by SPACEFLIGHT
N EWS for this artic/a ara picturad hard at work
insida tha laboratory modu/a. Thay ara Payload
Spacia/ist Byron Lichtanbarg (/ah), and Skylab 3
11ataran, Mission Spacia/ist Dwan Garriott botlt
of whom wars on tits 'B/ua' shih with Pilot
Brawstar Shaw (tha /attar was up on tha
flightdack whan this photo was takan).
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insulation layer lining one of the boosters·
aft nozzle assemblies was found to have been
almost totally burned-through by the 5,BOO
degree onslaught of propellan t combustion.
The aft n ozzles earmarked for STS-9/
Spacelab 1 were therefore replaced, delay
ing the launch beyo nd the already- slipped
target date considered optimum for scien ce
data-gathering. Launching to wards the end
of N ovember in evitably meant that there
would be some diminishing of Spacelab's
capabilities.
Earth- o bservatio ns would be h it by the
very low- elevation sun lighting angles in the
northern h emisphere at this time o f the year.
Furthermore, an un favorable Sun-Moon
Earth disposition would result in far-from
ideal orbital conditions for astronomy
observations, and experimentation in the
realms o f space plasma ph ysics and upper
atmospheric physics.
Those n egative factors notwithstanding.
launch and ascent into orbit went perfectly,
Columbia crackling into the cold Florida sky
with a sprightfuln ess belieing her consider
able weightlifting feat.
First-time spacefarer Byron Lichten berg
simply describes the ascent experien ce as:
"The neatest thing in my entire life. "

ON-ORBIT
With Columbia soon con figured for orbital
activities. with her payload bay doors gaping
open and her bank of computers loaded with
the appropriate software packages, the
serious work of space science could begin.
One of the early activities for the astro nauts
upon getting on-orbit was to take medical
measurements pertain ing to their initial
respon ses to weightlessness.
This data would ultimately be co rrelated
with measurements taken both pre-flight
(for many months before launch, right up to
within a few days of it) and post-flight, in
order to build up a complete picture.
A total of 72 scientific investigations had
been planned for the missio n . They origin
ated from eleven European countries. plus
the United States. Canada and Japan. Of the
dozens of experimental packages crammed
into the Spacelab module, two in particular
are worthy of mention in this summarized
account.
One came from the European Space
Agen cy (ESA). and was essentially two stan
dard 1 9-inch -wide Spacelab experiment
racks moun ted side-by-side and o utfitted
with such a welter of equipment as to form, in
effect, an entire materials-science laboratory.
This ESA 'double-rack' payload represen
ted what Byron Lichten berg describes as

UPPER LEFT: Aher spending more than 10 days
in Earth orbit the STS-9/Spacelab 1 crew
members exit Columbia to be greeted by NASA's
Director of Flight Operations, George Abbey.
First in line is Commander John Young, followed
by Brewster Shaw, Bob Parker, Euro-astronaut
Ulf Merbold, Owen Garriott and Byron Lichten
berg (who was another record-maker on this
mission; America's first non-career-astronaut to
join a NASA crew in space).

LOWER LEFT: Columbia in lllflOS8 during dosBOut
activities at dusk on Edwards' Runway 17. She
was lattlr transportsd back to Florida atop
NASA 's Boeing 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircrah
(SCA).
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An STS-9 astronaut using a handheld 70mm camera aimed through one oftha ah windows on Colum
bia's flightdack captured this axcal/ant viaw of Spacalab nastlad in tha payload bay, with a cloud
covared Earth backdrop.
"the first really concentrated materials
science effort in space". Isoth ermal and
gradient furn aces were being used to per
form a variety of metal preparatio ns, while a
mirror-heating furnace melted silicon rods
and recrystalized them into a single rod in

the motion h e was undergoing. "
This wasn't the only human-adaption
instrument to fly on Spacelab 1.
An exotic ESA-developed 'sled' device
was denied a place on this mission two
years ago because the extra weight would

zero-gravity under the watchful eye of deft
experimenters.

make an un desirable con tribution to the
Spacelab-laden Shuttle's already- marginal
center-of-gravity disposition, but an effec
tive lightweight version was flown instead.
It took the form of a seat, in the outdoor

An Italian fluid physics module incor
porated into the ESA double-rack was
designed to n urture long free-standing
columns of liquid to study the effects of
zero-gravity o n them. A special c h amber
alongside it created ultra- high vacuum con
dition s to aid studies into the adhesion o f
metals, one t o the other.
The second o f the two particularly note
worthy science payloads aboard the Spacelab
1 man n ed module was another double-rack,
this time dedicated to life-sciences experimen
tation . It featured a plant-growth unit with
two miniature centrifuges that produced an
artificial gravity o f 1 g; the same gravitational
environment as that o n Earth.
In these conditions, small sunflowers
were left to grow for two or three days just as
they would on Earth .
T h e sunflowers were then abruptly removed
from their 1 g environment and put into a
chamber, where they were photographed to
see how they behaved both immediately
upon being exposed to zero- gravity. and for
the ensuing 24 h o urs.
That
life-sciences
double- rack
also
facilitated a series o f human experiments.
The astro naut-scientists performed a series
o f blood pressure experiments, drawing
each other's blood o n orbit and conducting
related studies under laboratory conditions.
T h e rack also supported neuro- vestibular
experiments exten ding directly from the
work Lichtenberg and his co lleagues have
been conducting back o n Earth at MIT,
studying how the h uman brain adapts to
weightlessness.
Byron Lichten berg: " We had a large rotat
ing dome that you put your head in. With the
dome rotating, after a while you feel like it's
you that's starting to spin and the dome is
slowing down. We took pictures of the eye
ball to study this phenomena, and also had
the people under test move joysticks so that
we could see that person's own sense of

lawn-chair fashio n , which could be fo lded
neatly away when not in use. Once comfor
tably seated, the test-subject occupant
could be moved by hand by the other crew
members (rather than by a h eavy electric
motor). as his respo nses to these move
ments in weightlessn ess were mon itored by
a camera directed at the iris, and measured
by electrodes stuck to the skin covering the
small muscles around the eye sockets.
When attached to a pivot set in Spacelab's
floor, the seat could be caused to rotate its
occupant either in pitch, roll or yaw. Alter
natively, it could be removed from the floor
pivot and moved, again by h and, in a linear
(back-and-forth) motio n .
Lichten berg: "Th e bottom line from the
space motion-sickness experiments is that,
in three to four days - maybe five days - if
you 're sick at all you will adapt and feel
just fine.
"Once you do adapt, you can do anything
you want on-orbit in terms of somersaults
and flips, and turning upside-down and
making all kinds of head motions and per
forming activities that tended to make you
sick those first few days. "
T h e STS-9 crew operated a shift system to
ensure that the payloads aboard were con
stantly put to work. By splitting the crew
straight down the middle, each 1 2-hour sh ift
could conveniently comprise one Pilot to
keep an eye on things up on the flightdeck,
and one Mission Specialist and one Payload
Specialist to attend to the experiments in
the lab module.
The 'Red' sh ift comprised J o h n Young,
Bob Parker and Ulf Merbold, while the 'Blue'
shift was made up o f Brewster Shaw, Owen
G arriott and Byron Lich tenberg. Shaw, Gar
riott and Lichten berg had adjusted their cir
cadian rhythms in the days prior to lift-off,
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which resu lted in the odd spectacle of one
half of the crew enjoying lunch while the
other half ate breakfast at the traditional pre
launch astronauts' dining sess ion.
Lichtenberg explains how the system
worked: "We were timelined down to five
minute blocks of time, and some activities
had to happen almost down to the second;
for example, for an Earth-observation pass
or for an astronomy pass or an upper
atmospheric physics pass.
"You had to be right there and do things
on the second.
"Those 12 hours of timelined, or pre
programed, experiment operations left us
virtually no time to do any troubleshooting or
any contingency malfunction procedures, or
any of the reworks of experiments that
hadn 't functioned properly the first ttme.
"If an experiment didn 't work properly
during the timelined period, and it was not
time-critical, we sort of put it in the back
ground and then came back to it for a second
try after the shift handover, when you turned
over the timelined activities to the next
person - Ulf, in m y case.
"That way, our normal 1 2-hour work
periods in reality became working days of
more like 15 or 16 hours. "
In most cases, the M ission Specialist who
had just finished his shift could call it a day.
It was the two Payload Specialists, Lichten
berg and Merbold who, because of their
more intimate knowledge of the experiment
hardware, had to extend their working days
to fettle recalcitrant equipment.
Fortunately, the Spacelab module is
spacious enough to accomodate three, even
four, busy astronauts without too much jostl
ing for position.
The science tasks were distribu ted fairly
evenly between Garriott. Parker, Lichten
berg and Merbold, since all four were trained
to operate all of the experiments with an
appropriate level of competence u nder nor
mal circumstances. However, some division
of labor did take place on the grounds of
specialist expertise.
For example, Ulf Merbold tended to take
the lead on materials-science activities and
was s cheduled fairly heavily on the ESA
materials-science double-rack. Byron Lichten
berg's biomedical engineering background
put him in the hot seat on many tasks
associated with that discipline, while
astronomer Bob Parker usu ally got to grips
with stars and related matters.
Electrical engineer Owen Garriott more
often than not took a lead on the upper
atmospheric physics experimentation. with
which he is well acquainted. He, like the
other astronauts busily engaged inside
Spacelab, had little time to peer out the win
dow, bu t he did make this interesting obser
vation: " We were flying at 57 degrees
inclination on this flight, of course, and the
high latitudes made the opportunities for
looking at the Earth beneath us of even
greater fascination.
"We could see both northern and southern
latitudes much better than even on Skylab at
50 degrees. "
Although the two M ission Specialists had
responsibilities relating to the day-to-day
operation of the Orbiter vehicle's systems,
when these were working normally ( which
they did for most of the time) , they could
devote their efforts s olely to advancing the
research activities going on in the Spacelab
module alongside their Payload Specialist
cohorts.
Owen Garriott: "Operation of many of the
experiments required two people working
together as a team. particularly in the life-
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ABOVE: This clsvsr composits photo shows STS-9 Commandsr John Young (lsh) and Pilot Brswstsr
Shaw prsparing for Columbia's rs-sntry into the Earth's atmosphere. Young, who wears glasses for
some activities as this picture shows. was establishing a new world record by making his sixth
spaceflight having now notched-up two Gemini missions. two Apollo missions and two Shuttle
missions.
sciences area. You would perform a test on
one person, and then you would reverse the
roles and they would perform that test on
you.
"Experimenter and subject. and vice
versa. "
Byron Lichtenberg was full of praise for
one particular advancement represented by
STS-9/ Spacelab 1: "It was the first time
we 've ever had direct contact between
scientists on board a spacecraft and scien
tists on the ground. Always in the past. all of
the communications had gone through an
astronaut on the ground - the CAPCOM, or
Capsule Communicator.
"Also, in the past NASA hasn't really had
active practising scientists on board its
spacecraft; it had always been a scientist
that had been selected by NA SA and then
spent from three to 15 years being a NASA
astronaut and not being a true scientist.
"On Space/ab 1, the concept of having
practising scientists in direct voice and
video contact with their peers on the ground
was a major step forward. I think we were
able to be a lot more productive in the fact
that we could talk our scientific jargon
amongst ourselves.
"It's a shorthand; if you will, in the same
way that the pilot astronauts up on the
flightdeck have their o wn form o f shorthand
communication going with the CAPCOMs. "
The voice and science-data downlink
from Columbia to Houston operated via the
TR DS-1 tracking and data relay satellite, and
went direct to the newly-opened Payload
Operations Control Room (POCR) at Johnson
Space Center. There, under the manage
ment of N ASA's M arshall Space Flight Cen
ter ( who took primary responsibility for
Spacelab 1 crew training, payload integrat
ion and payload flight operations), teams of
international scientists involved in the de
velopment of the various experiments could
interact with their colleagues aloft and
monitor the inflow of data.
The vast majority of s cientific returns from
a mission like STS-9/ Spacelab 1 bear fruit
only when the accumu lated data has been

painstakingly analysed during the weeks,
months and even years which follow. Some
discoveries, however, are made in 'real time'
aboard the spacecraft and these naturally
caused great excitement in the POCR and
inside Spacelab itself.
Particu larly noteworthy in this regard
were a couple of life-sciences and materials
science discoveries; the former involved
observation in zero-gravity of reflex human
eye movements previously thought to be
attribu table
pu rely
to
gravity-induced
influences; the latter involved the Italian
fluid physics module, and saw the first for
mation in space of large columns of fluid
withou t a container.
During our interview. Byron Lichtenberg
described how various 'off-the-cu ff' hard
ware lash-ups were necessary to help
these and other s cience activities on their
way: "As much as we thought we under
stood the processes on the ground. and as
much as we thought we 'd got experiment
hardware that would work, when we got up
into space we found that some things were
not as well-defined and as easy to do as they
were here on Earth.
"As a result, we had to do some refitting
and devise makeshift experiment set-ups
from time to time. "
Hardware idiosyncrasies of a different kind
caused the crew to have quite a 'moment' on
Day 3 of the mission. Lichtenberg: " We were
in the module working away, when all of a
sudden we heard a big 'Kaboom!'. I had my
feet in foot/oops on the floor at the time and
it felt like the whole floor had just lifted
up.
"It was a scary moment for us. We all
stopped, held our hearts and looked at each
other and didn 't say a word, because we
were waiting for all the alarm bells to go on.
We didn 't know whether it was a mic
rometeorite impact or a minor explosion, or
just what had happened.
''After a while, when we didn 't hear any
alarm bells, we thought, ' Well, we 're pro
bably still alive!'.
"We talked to Brewster up on the cockpit
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with a back-up (or 'primary redu ndant set1
system of the type instaled aboard the
Orbiters, a second thruster-firing caused this
computer too to shut down.
"/ was asleep when all this happened, "
Byron L ichtenberg told SFN later. "Those of
us on the 'Blue' shift were just finishing-up
our sleep period and the plan was for us to
get up and prepare to re-enter early in the
morning California-time, landing about eight
o 'clock.
"It was, I guess, about 4. 15 in the morn
ing, when the computers were going through a
sequence to fire the various thrusters to
make sure everything was working okay
prior to re-entry. When they fired the big
B70-pound primary RCS thrusters, there
was a tremendous booming sound and the
whole spacecraft just shook like someone
had hit it with a sledgehammer.

and he said that he had checked every
display on the computers and there was
nothing wrong - and yet he had heard and
felt this disturbance, too.
"We thought about that a while and it
happened several times more within the
succeeding hours. It turns out to be a ther
mal expansion phenomena associated with
us changing our attitude profile, although
the engineers only pinpointed the exact
source of the noise after we got back to
Earth.
"We had been in an attitude where our
tail was pointed to wards the Sun - the socalled 'cold-test attitude' - and then very
abruptly we'd turned so that the entire
pa yload bay was facing the Sun. That tended to warm-up the entire vehicle, and it
created an effect you can probably understand a little better if you think about the

expansion 1omts incorpora ted
bridges back on Earth.

in

steel

"There is a slip-joint in the tunnel that
connects the Orbiter mid-deck to the Space/ab
module.
That slip-joint is supposed to
absorb the movements caused by the dif
ferential expansion rates o f the Orbiter and
the Space/ab, but apparently the joint was
too tight.
"As a result, a lot of stress would build up
in there, until it gave out a great oil-can-like
'Kaboom!' as the forces stored up in there
were abruptly relieved. "
Hardware bumps-in-the-n ight gave way
to software heart-stoppers towards the end
of the mission. A Reaction Control System
(RCS) thruster- firing was followed by the
complete failure of Computer 1. Although
Computer 2 took over its tasks, as is n ormal

BELOW· West Germany's Ulf Merbold looks to be taking his work very seriously in this pre-flight
training shot taken at Johnston Space Center. On STS-9/Spacelab 1 Merbold, seconded to NASA by
the European Space Agency (ESA), became the first non-American to fly on a U. S. space mission. His
backup was Dutchman Wubbo Ockels, who may himself fly on a future joint NASA/ESA
Shuttle mission.

"They fired those a couple of times, and
that woke me up, so I said, 'Well, it's about
time to get up anyway'. A s I was getting out
of my bunk, Bob Parker was coming down
from the flightdeck and he said, 'We did not
lose just one, but we Jost both of the com
puters they were operating - they just
dropped right off the line!'
"So I said, 'That's not so good!'. He said,
'No, well they just got one of them going
again, but for a while there we were in free
drift mode while they fixed it. Nothing was
controlling the ship '.
"/ went up to the flightdeck, and of course
everybody was talking to ground control. We
spent the next five or six hours trying to
troubleshoot it; trying to find out what
happened. "
Although the Orbiter has a total of five on
board computers, a generic failure like this,
which could easily be common to all five, is
cause for the utmost concern. STS-5/Columbia
Pilot Robert Overmyer. working in the
Mission Control Center, told SPA CEFLIGHT
NEWS: " We were scared windless, quite
frankly. "
John Young, up on the flightdeck, con
fesses that his "legs turned to jelly". A lot of
hard work went into finding a fix.
Eventually, Young and his crew pulled it
all back together again, but from a science
point-of-view the computer problem had a
fairly serious impact on the data-gatheri n g
activities that had been schedu led f o r the
immediate hours following touchdown.
Instead of retu rning early in the morning, the
crew made five extra Earth orbits and did n ot
get down until late- afternoon.
By that time, after a 20-hour stint, the
'Red' shift were deemed too exhausted to
face what had originally been s cheduled as
an entire day of medical tests in an impressive
new facility that had been built for the pur
pose back at the Edwards landing site.
More about that later. . .

RE-ENTRY
& LANDING
For

re-entry,

L ichtenberg

and

Garriott

exchanged the places they had occupied for
lift-off, with the former downstairs in the
mid-deck. and Skylab veteran Garriott enjoy
ing his first view of this extraordinary event
from a proper cockpit, rather than from a
hurt I in g 'backs-first- look-out-for-the-para
chutes' space capsu le.
I asked him to compare the two re-entries;
Skylab and Shuttle.
"/ had a window. Looking up, I could see
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through a bit of the overhead windows, too.
You see the interesting colors, oranges and
pmks as you come down through the more
and more dense layers of the atmosphere.
"We were flying at a lower altitude on
Space/ab 1 than I flew on Skylab. Although
the orbital velocities are about the same, in
that you 're tra velling a little over seven
kilometers per second in any of these lower
altitudes, the angular rate at which the nadir
moves by is about twice as high when you 're
at half the altitude.
"That means the ground beneath you
appears to move by about twice as fast,
which is certainly one noticeable difference. "
Down on the m id-deck, Byron Lichten
berg was soaking-up his own experiences in
the closing stages of a rewarding m 1ss1on:
"For me, 1t was like your first flight in any
thmg; you need to learn what's going on and
some of the ways the vehicle reacts are new
to you.
"John made an excellent job of touch
down, but when the nose came down If
really slammed very hard on the runway.
That was due to the Space/ab bemg 1n the
payload bay, giving the whole Space Shuttle
a more forward center-of-gravity than usual.
"It felt like the nose-gear was gomg to
come right up between my feet!"
If only Lichtenberg had known the full
facts. the thump of the nose wheels contact
ing the runway would have sounded like
sweet m usic. Columbia was on f1re1
Smoke streamed from the tail area during
rollout. prompting some concerned exchanges
over the intercom. Post-flight inspection
revealed that a ruptu red fuel pipe had caused
two of the three Auxilliary Power Units
(APUs) to explode and start a smoul dering
fire . . .
As aforement ioned, the STS-9/ Spacelab
1 crewmem bers were supposed to disem
bark from Columbia and go straight into a
new l ife-sciences data-collection facility
that had been set up at Edwards' Dryden
Flight Research Center. It is extremely well
equ1pped, even featuring a g1ant-s1zed ver
sion of the 'sled' device instated aboard
Spacelab.
The obiect of the tests was to establish
what phys1olog1cal and psychological state
the astronauts were in immedi ately after re
entry to the Earth's gravity field (this 1s
termed 'baseline data-collection'), and then
look at the way they adapted back to 1 g over
the next five or six days.
Some of the very criti cal data-points were
to have been obtained during those first few
hours following aher landing. However, the
'Red' shift crewmembers had been awake
almost 20 hours at that point, prompt ing the
N ASA hierarchy to decree that no tests
would be performed on them after all. They

would be sent straight to bed and the first
series of m edical tests conducted in the
morning on their awakening.
"We in the 'Blue' shift had been up only
about 10 hours, I guess, at that poin t, " says
Byron Lichtenberg. "We agreed to go
through about six or seven hours of medical
testing that day and then get some rest. We
got to bed about midnight on the day of
our landing. "
H aving spent many years studying the
effects of prolonged zero-gravity on the
human body, Dr Lichtenberg offers SPACE
FLIGHT NEWS readers a revealing insight
into the after-effects:
"Even during a ten-day mission like ours,
your muscles start to atrophy. They don't
have to work against gravity anymore, so
they tend to lose muscle mass and they
become weaker; primarily your legs and
your back.
"Coming back to the Earth and being
caught in the Earth 's gravity field again, you
notice that when you stand up, it takes more
of a conscious effort to stand up and walk
around. The day after landing, your muscles
are quite sore - especially your leg muscles.
"It's been described like running a
marathon race the day afterwards. You're
pretty sore.
"There are other side-effects. What happens
is that your blood volume actually decreases
by 1 0-20 per cent during the course of five to
seven days in orbit, because you 1ust don 't
need that much circulating. When you come
back to Earth you 're like an automobile
that's a quart low, so to speak. It's like
somebody that's been bedridden for a while;
if you 're not careful, you feel a little bit
lightheaded, a little bit dizzy.
"What we do is, we take some counter
measures to try and help those things out.
We do a thing called 'fluid loading', where
we will drink several quarts of water and
take some salt tablets just prior to re-entry,
111 order to build up the plasma levels and
compensate for this blood loss.
"Another thing that happens is that your
a • •rr•na1 nr""ft'T'
1ru�'f n.Lrun 1

by Nigel Macknight
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BELOW- The presence of Space/ab in the
payload bay mad11 Columbia a real h11avy
weight on this occasion. She tipped the scales at
220,027 pounds as she terminated her mission
on Runway 17 at Edwards Air Force Base,
California. Although it is not visible in this shot,
a stream of smoke trailed from the tail section
aher a smouldering fire caught hold in the region
ofa ruptured fuel line. Two of the Orbiter's three
Auxilliary Power Units (APUs) also exploded.

Statistics
S H UT TLE M I S S I O
N
STS -9 /CO L UMBIA

•
•
•
•

94t h m a n n e d spa cefl i g
ht
40t h U . S . m a n n e d s p a
c efl i g h t
9th Spa ce Sh uttle m 1 s
s1on
1st fligh t b y Euro pea n-b
uilt Spa cela b
orb ital labo rato ry
• 6th fl i g h t by Orb iter
Columbia
• 1st s i x - per son crew
to fly in spa ce
• 1st U . S./ln tern at1o nal
man ned space
f l i g ht. U l t M e rbo l d bec
ame first non 
U.S. citiz en to fly on a U.S.
miss ion.
• 1st Shu ttle fl i g ht to
carry Pay load
Spe c 1 a l 1sts
• J o h n You n g bec ame
first pers on to
m a k e s i x spac eflig hts
• Brew ster Sha w, Rob
ert Park er and
Byro n Lich ten berg beca me
j o i nt
128 th peo ple in s p a c
e; 1 0 1 n t 63rd
Ame rican s
• Owe n G a rriot t bec ame
54th pers on
and 24t h Am eric an to
m a k e two
spa c efl i g hts .
• U l f M erb old b e c a m e
1 s t We st Ger
m a n i n spa ce a n d 2 n d
We st Euro 
p e a n in s p a c e
• Lon g est Spa ce Shu ttle
m1ss1on to
d a t e ; 1 0 d a y s , 7 hou rs.
47 m i n utes ,
2 3 seco nds to main gear
touc hdo wn.
brain has adjusted to weightlessness and
once you come back to the Earth's gravity,
it's not sure what to make of this thing called
'down ' anymore. So if you try and stand up
with your eyes closed immediately after
landing, you tend to fall over.
"Your balance mechanism is off and it
takes several days for that to re-establish
itself
"So, coming back in initially, you realize
there's some inappropriate things happen
ing; it's a fairly significant change in the
body and there's some physiological stresses
on you. The point is, we know about these
and we have ways of counteracting them. "
Owen Garriott ' s closing remarks summed
up the essence of this historic Spacelab
debut m ission: "/ think the key element of
this f/!ght was its multi- disciplinary nature.
There was no smgle experiment, no smgle
discipline, that monopolized the majority of
the time.
"Space/ab 1 was mtended to show how
well all disciplines could make use of the
Orbiter as a laboratory in space. "
And Byron Lichtenberg? "For me, it was
the experience of a lifetime. It was just
fantastic. "
l:.j

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.

No booster can match Delta's IO-year, 98 percent launch success
rate. Confident of Delta's continued success, the U.S. Air Force chose our
new, more powerful Delta II for launch of the Global Positioning System
satellites. Delta also became the leader in the U.S. commercial launch
industry by landing the first commercial launch contracts.
Confidence borne of success. There is no more compelling reason for you to
select the Delta II. If you need satellite launch services in the early '90s, contact:
Space Transportation New Business Development Office, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company, 5301 Bolsa Ave., Huntington Beach, CA 9264 7.

NICDONNELL DO UGLAS

Robert Christy
SFN'• monthly update on cQmings and
goings IMttween E arth and space.

numbers-wise.
The payload carried on the last orbital
launch of 1987, the Soviet satellite Cosmos
1907, received the NORAD catalog number
18720. The payload carried on the last
launch of 1986 was numbered as 1 7264.

At surface value, these two figures suggest
that the worldwide total of launches in 1 98 7
placed about 1,500 more officially-logable
objects in space, but in fact that's n ot quite
the case.
Although many of the newly-cataloged
items did result from laun ches made during
1 987, a large n umber emanated from the
flights of previous years . . .
For example, the Ariane V1 6 rocket which
launched the S POT 1 and Viking satellites
on 22 February 1986 broke-up in orbit and
left 363 pi eces of trackable debris, all of
which have received official catalog numbers
as ground-based radars con firmed the pres
ence of more and more, and smaller and
smaller pieces drifting through space.
Although the official system for catalog
i n g items put into space is rather complex, it
is perhaps worthy of a more detailed
explanation here, since a fuller understand
ing of it will greatly enhance your enjoyment
·
of space-watching.
Getting back to that Ariane V1 6 mission,
because it's an excellent case-i n -point; the
latest pi ece of debris to receive a catalog
n umber is designated 1 986-1 9TU, mean i n g
that i t is the 45 1 st trackable fragment to
have emanated from the 19th launch of
1 986, which is what Ariane V1 6 was.
Under the current cataloging system,
which uses two-letter suffixes for identifyi n g
individual payloads a n d fragments resulting
from a given laun ch, the last possible com
bination, 198 6 - 19ZZ, would represent the
5 7 6th fragment, then the n umber of letters
would have to be increased to three and
begi n with 1986-19AAA, 1 986 - 19AAB. and
so on, as more items of debris were p i cked
up by radar and allocated individual catalog
numbers.
Readers should beware that this system
employs only a 24-character alphabet,
rather than the full 26-character A-Z version,
because the letters I and 0 are n ever used,
lest they be confused with the n umbers 1
and 0.
To deal briefly with another aspect of the
system's application, we can again use the
piece of Ariane debris refered to above as a
working example. The first official entry of
the fragment designated 1986 -19TU appeared
in NORAD's main catalog on 1 7 December
1 98 7 . However this does not mean 17
December 1 98 7 was the date on which
NORAD actually discovered the fragment.
Rather, 1 7 December 1987 was the date
on which the fragment's designation n umber
was transfered to the main catalog from a
subsidiary listing; in this parti cular case,
N ORAD's catalog of so-called 'temporary
objects'. This temporary catalog contains
l ists of uncon firmed. or even dubious. items
in orbit.
As N ORAD gets enough data to <l ither
confirm or deny their existence. so they are
either transfered to the main listi n g or just
deleted altogether.
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ABOVE· An Ekran (Sersen) tslsvision-rslsy
sets/lits of tbs type orbitsd by a Soviet Proton
rocket on Zl Oscsmbsr (sss entry 1987- 109A
on facing pags): dts 'bedsprings' 11rs transmis
sion antennas.
Havi n g got all that straight, we should just
mention that n ot many i n dividual laun ches
produce such large fragment- counts as
Ariane Vl 6 (4 5 1 at the present time. includ
i n g the two satellite payloads themselves).
Many make nearly 200 as launch vehicle
stages or s atellites break-up for a variety of
reasons, the explos ion of residual fuel
trapped in p i p i n g and propellant tanks being
the most common factor.
When the upper rocket stage of the
N imbus 4 satellite ( catalog n umber 197 025) exploded. at the last count at least 350
fragments resulted.
Sometimes. the destruction of a satellite
is initiated deliberately. One reason for
deliberate destruction might be fears that
parts of a satellite about to re-enter the
Earth's atmosphere might survive the fiery
ons laught and crash to the ground. pos i n g a
threat to lives and property.
On other ( rarer) occasions, objects in orbit
have met their end as unsuspecti n g targets
of ASAT (anti-satellite) missi les under test. A
good example was the Solwind military
science satellite, which was shot down by
an ASAT missile un leashed from a McDon
n ell Douglas F-1 5 Eagle flying high over
California.
The result was yet more space debris
appeari n g in the N ORAD catalog; 278
class ifiable fragments to date.
Phew! With all that out of the way, let's
sum-up the results of the efforts put in by the
world's satelli te-launchi n g organ izations
in 1 98 7 .
·c-;

S U M M ARY
1 987 LA U N C H
(BY SITE)

Still in

orbit on
31
m be•
Satellites Oece
ches
Laun
. e
2 9
Launch sit
50
6
R
Tyurata m. USS
4
65
47
8
Plesetsk. USS R
4
K ap ustin Yar.
USS R
3
Cape Canave ra l.
3
3
USA
Va ndenberg .
9
9
5
USA
a
Kourou. G uyan
3
3
2
(ESA)
.
na
J i uquan. Chi
0
2
2
( P R C)
T aneg ashima.
2
2
2
Japan
Kagoshima.
Japan

TOTALS

1 10

1 36

95

USSR DOMINA TES
As usual, the USSR accounted for the
majority of launches. During the twelve
months, they laun ched 96 rockets into
space, delivering 1 1 7 s atellites to orbit, in
cludi n g three Soyuz-TM man n ed spacecraft.
Of this total, three failed publicly. In Jan uary,
controllers had to destroy a Cosmos military
photo-recon naissance satellite to prevent
its re-entry vehicle from dropping back to
Earth and falling into 'en emy' hands.
Then two Proton rockets failed to deliver
their cargoes to correct orbits (a com
muni cations satellite in Jan uary and a triple
G LONASS navsat p ayload during April).
Proton was back i n to its stride by the end
of the year, with a series of six laun ches over
a four-month period (see the i n troduction to
last month's IN ORBIT listing, and the
Raduga 21 and Ekran 1 7 entries in this

POS TSCRIPT:

e Cosmos 1 8 36 ( 1 987-33A). a Soviet m i l itary reconsat.
finished its mission �nd re-entered the atmosphere on 2
December after 230 days i n orbit.
• Cosmos 1 865 ( 1 987 -58A). another Soviet m il itary
reconsat, finished its mission and re-entered the
a1mosphere on 1 4 August 1 98 7 after 37 �ays in orbit.
• Soyuz-TM 3 . ( 1 987-63A). a Soviet manned ferry serv
ing M i r. undocked at 5:55am on 29 Decem ber. It landed
n e a r A r k a l y k , K h a z a k h s t a n j c a r r y i n g c o s m o n a u ts
Romanenko, Aleksa ndrov and Levchenko) at 9 : 1 6am,
following completion of a retrograde rocket-fi ring at
8:23am.
• The entry for Cosmos 1 890 ( 1 987-86A). a Soviet
navigation satellite. in the November 1 987 edition of IN
ORBIT, has an i ncorrect launch-time. It should have
read 9:4Bpm.
e Cosmos 1 893 ( 1 987 -89A). a Soviet mil itary reconsat,
finished its mission and re-entered the atmosphere on 1 6
December after 55 days i n orbit.
e USA-27 ( 1 987-90A). a KH- 1 1 reconsat listed last
month has catalog number 1 844 1 .
e Cos os 1 894 ( 1 987-91 A). a Soviet commun ications
and data-relay satellite, is now on-station a t 24.5 de
grees west longitude. Its orbit is 35750 x 3 58 1 1
k i l o m e t e rs , 1 4 3 5 . 7 m i n u t e s p e r i o d , 1 . 2 d e g re e s
inclination.
e Cosmos 1 896 ( 1 987-93A). a Soviet military reconsat.
finished its mission and re-entered the atmosphere on 25
December.
• Progress 33 ( 1 987-94A). a Soviet unmanned cargo
freighter. undocked from Mir at 8:1 6am on 1 9 December.
A few hours later, a retrograde rocket-motor firing led to a
destructive re-entry over the Pacific Ocean.
e USA-28 ( 1 987-97A). a Defense Support Program
(DSP) satellite listed last month. was launched from Cape
Canaveral AFS, not Vandenberg AFB as stated.
• Cosmos 1 899 ( 1 987-99A). a Soviet military reconsat
which was still i n orbit when last month's list was pre
pared, returned its cabin section to a landing on 2 1
December as expected.
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SOV I ET LAU NCH
TOTALS
(Tyu ratam and
P lesetsk

Tyuratam
Plesetsk

TOTALS

1 983
32

62
94

sile s)

1 984
33
62

95

1 98.5 1 986 1 98 7
33
35
47
62
56
48
95

91

95

N A M E, I NT'L D E S I G ' N
(CATALOG N O . )

LA U N C H T I M E

& DATE ( G M T)

LA U N C H S I T E
V E H I C LE

&

PERIGEE

APOG E E

PERIOD

I N C L I NATION

( KM)

( K M)

( M I N S)

( D E G R E ES)

1 .5
1 43 5 . 7
3 5 7 90
3 5 7 70
Tyuratam, U S S R
geosynchronous - 1 2 8 degrees east
D- 1 - e ( Proton +
added stage)
Communications satellite near the Statsionar 15 location, serving the Orbita-2 system within the USSR, with telecommunications links at
C-band (6/4 GHz). Single transponders support each of the K-band ( 1 4/1 1 GHz) Lu ch system, and the L-band ( 1 . 6 GHz) Vo Ina maritime and
aeronautical communications system.

Raduga 21
1 98 7 - 1 OOA ( 1 863 1 )

1 1 :30am
1 0 December

7 : 1 Oam
Cosmos 1 900
Tyu ratam, U S S R
89.8
271
65.0
257
1 2 December
F- 1 (Scarp)
1 987 - 1 0 1 A ( 1 8665)
Nuclear powered, radar- carrying surveillance satellite observing naval movements. Frequent operation of a /ow-thrust rocket motor is used
to maintain orbital height against air-drag.
64.9
89.8
355
1 74
Tyu ratam, U S S R
1 1 :30am
Cosmos 1 901
1 4 December
A-2 (Soyuz)
1 98 7 - 1 02A ( 1 8666)
Mi!ttary photographic reconnaissance satellite carrying several return capsules for periodic recovery of film. Its height is maintained against
alf- drag by a manouvering engine which can also be used to position the orbit ground track over a photographic target.
92.3

Cosmos 1 902

41 1
368
Plesetsk, U S S R
1 :32pm
C- 1 ( S kean)
1 5 December
1 98 7 - 1 03A ( 1 8668)
Small military satellite, possibly to be used as a calibration target by ground-based radars.

65.8

5 1 .6
88.6
1 68
243
5 1 .6
90.0
296
255
359
5 1 .6
333
9 1 .4
Carried a crew of three to the Mir/Kvant complex, consisting of its commander- Col Vladimir Titov, flight engineer- Musakhi Manarov, and
cosmonaut-researcher-Anatoliy Levchenko. It docked with Kvant at 1 2:5 1 pm on 23 December and the crew transferred to Mir/Kvant some
89 minutes later. At 9: 1 Dam on 30 December, the day after Soyuz TM-3's departure. it undocked from Kvant (with Titov and Manarov
aboard), awaited a 1 80-degree turn by the Mir/Kvant com/ex. and then re-docked with Mir's forward- facing port at 9:29am. Orbits shown
are the initial one, the transfer orbit and the orbit a fter docking with Kvant.
Soyuz TM-4
1 98 7- 1 04A ( 1 8699)

1 1 : 1 8am
2 1 December

Tyu ratam, U S S R
A-2 (Soyuz)

Cosmos 1 903

1 0: 3 5 p m
21 December

Plesetsk, U S S R
A-2 - e (Soyuz +
added stage)

1 98 7 - 1 05A ( 1 8701 )
Satellite in Molin ya-type orbit,
system.

586

39759

7 1 7.6

63.0

carrying rocket-launch detectors and acting as part of the Soviet Union's missile early- warning

968
Plesetsk, U S S R
8 : 23pm
Cosmos 1 904
C- 1 ( Skean)
23 December
1 98 7 - 1 06A ( 1 8709)
Polar-orbiting navigation satellite with radio beacons operating at 1 50 and 400 MHz.

1 009

1 05.0

82.9

70.4
89.3
273
207
Tyu ratam, U S S R
8:45am
Cosmos 1 905
1 98 7 - 1 07A ( 1 8 7 1 1 )
2 5 December
A- 2 (Soyuz)
Recoverable. manouverable satellite based on the Vostok design, carrying out military photo-reconnaisance. due for recovery on 8
January 1 988.
Cosmos 1 906
82.6
88.8
224
1 78
Plesetsk, U S S R
1 1 :30am
1 98 7 - 1 08A ( 1 8 7 1 3 )
26 December
A-2 ( Soyuz)
Recoverable, manouverable satellite based on the Vostok design, carrying out Earth-resources photography, due for recovery on 9
January 1 988.
Ekran 1 7
1 98 7 - 1 09A ( 1 8 7 1 5 )

1 1 :25am
2 7 December

Tyu ratam, U S S R
D- 1 - e ( Proton +
added stage)

1 43 5 . 8
357 1 6
35851
geosynchronous - 99 degrees east

1 .6

Television-relay satellite with a high-powered transponder operating at 7 1 4 MHz and serving community aerials in the more remote areas of
the Soviet Union.

Cosmos 1 907
1 98 7 - 1 1 0A ( 1 8720)

1 1 :40am
29 December

Plesetsk, U S S R
A-2 (Soyuz)

356

41 5

92.3

72.8

Recoverable, manouverable satellite based o n t h e Vostok design, carrying out military photo-reconnaissanc e, due for recovery on 1 2
January 1 988.

issue).
Europe and the U n ited States both started
to rebuild their launch vehicle programs dur
ing 1 9 8 7 after the terrible losses of 1 986.
Following modifications resulting from the
offic ial investigation into the Ariane V1 8
failure in May 1 986, Arianespace lau nched
three payloads with a brace of lau nches
towards the end of 1 98 7 .
T h e U n ited States conducted two suc
cessful Titan 34D missions in 1 98 7 ; one of
each of the 'east-coast' and 'west-coast' ver
sions of the Martin Marietta-built vehicle,
from Cape Canaveral in Florida and Vanden
berg, California respectively. The difference
between the two variants is that for Cape
Canaveral launches, the Titan 34D is fitted
with an inertial g u i dance system to al low it
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to fi n d its way out to sea and into orbit,
whereas for launches from Vandenberg, t h e
rocket f l i e s on a trajectory parallel to t h e
west coast of the U SA. allowing ground
based radio stations to take care of auto
matic gu idance functions.
Other contributors to the year's grand
total, as shown in t h e accompanying panel,
were t h e Peoples' Republic of China (who
launched two recoverable satellites) and
Japan, who lau nched one scientific satellite,
one remote-sensing sate l l ite, and one tech
nology experiments sat e l l ite ( G inga, M o mo
and Kiku-5 respectively).
One point worthy of special note before
we close t h is summary of 1 98 7 . is the fact
that the Soviet launch site at Tyuratam
achieved its largest-ever annual launch

total; 46 m issions. The previous record (4 1 )
was held jointly by the years 1 96 5 and
1 98 2 .
Overall, t h e U S S R ' s total f o r the year is o n
a p a r w i t h the past few years, s o the
increased activity at Tyuratam was balanced
by a reduction in the n u m ber of launches
from Plesetsk. This may be a 'one-off' s itua
tion. but on the other hand it could represent
a balanci ng-out of work between the two
locations. Whatever t h e reason, it's been
twenty years since these two Soviet sites
matched launch rates so closely, and even
then it was only because parts of the facil ity
at Plesetsk were still under construction.
Cou ld we see a reversal in the relative
status of the two sites during 1 9887 Watch
this space. . .
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hen Columbia blasted away
from Kennedy Space Center's
• Pad 39A on 1 2 January 1 986 for
'>i. �
• _ _:;; what turned out to be the l a st
full Shuttle mission (61 -C) for a very long
time. she carried a host of sensors to
measure the flight conditions she encoun·
tared. thereby a s s i sting future reusable
spacecraft design studies.
Atop Columbia's tall tailfin was a par
ticularly intriguing sensor package called
S I LTS (an abbreviation for Shuttle Infrared
Leeside Temperature Sensing experiment),
and to learn more about it SPA CEFLIGHT
NEWS spoke soon after the 61 ·C mission
ended with David Throckmorton. Assistant
Head of the Aerot herrnodynarnics Branch of
NASA's
La n g l ey R esearch C e n t e r i n
Hampton, Virginia.
But this is where our plans to run an article
on the S I LTS experiment and its results in
the spring of 1 986 ran up against a brick
wall. The problem was two-fold; first, Throck
morton (who. with co- investigator Vince
Zoby. is S I LTS program 'main man') called to
explain that his team had discovered a
hardware malfunction within the S I LTS
experiment. making interpretation of its data
extremely difficult and time-consum ing.
Second, it was suggested by a higher
authority that public release of color-enhanced
infrared images derived from that data m i g ht
present what are termed 'technology-transfer'
problems; the leaking of commercially
valuable information to foreign nations.
So it was that SFN began a two-year wait
ing game, eager to publish the pictures and
the story behind them, but frustrated by
technical and political constraints.
Then. in December, the long wait came to
an end. NASA, having solved its data
interpretation problems, released two S I LTS
infrared images, both of which appear on the
opposite page with accompanying diagrams.
The images have not been released in their

. ....

fullest form for reasons of commercial prop
rietary, and the remainder w i l l stay under
wraps.
So just what does S I LTS do?
Imagine if you could somehow stand on
top of the Shuttle Orbiter's tailfin during re
entry, viewing the play of heating effects
across the upper ( leeside) surfaces of the
vehicle as it comes down. Measurements
taken from such a vantage point could pro
vide detailed temperature- profi le ' m a ps' of
immense benefit to the designers of future
winged re-entry vehicles.
This is where technology-transfer con
cerens come to the fore. Why should
America work long and hard, and spend vast
sums of money developing the world's only
operational reusable spacecraft. then hand
all the benefits of that effort on a silver plat
ter to her competitors overseas?
Consider some of the background. Despite
exhaustive computer-simulation exercises.
there were large uncertainties in the Shuttle
designers· understanding of the heating pro
cesses which wou ld take place over the
Orbiter surfaces during re-entry. After all,
such flight conditions could not be duplicated
in wind-tunnels and test cham bers here on
Earth, and advanced computational tech
niques capable of creating such a n environ
ment artific i a l ly were s i m ply not available in
those days.
As a r e s u l t of t h e i r u n c e rt a i n t i es, the
Shuttle's designers added more thermal pro
tection material than was probably required.
With human lives at stake, it was only proper
to err on the side of safety. There is a s i g nifi
cant penalty, however, because carryi ng
additional thermal protection means having
less weightlifting capacity left for payloads.
Larger reusable spacecraft of the future
m i g ht potentially incur an even greater
penalty, because they will carry a correspon
dingly greater weight of thermal protection

Think of how much you could leam
about the performance of the Shuttle
Orbitsr·s

heat-resisting

could look down on

tiles

them

if you

with an

infrared 'sys ' during the searingly-hot
rs-entry sequence/ As Nigel Mack
night explains hers, that's just what
NASA did - and they cams up with
these startling shots. . .
materials. Therefore, although it was too late
to do anything about the existing Shuttle
design. NASA determined that the next
generation shuttlecraft which might ultimately
replace the current one woul d benefit from
an i mproved understanding of the dynamics
of re-entry vehicle hypersonic heating profiles.
An opportun i ty to make such an advance
in knowledge c a m e with the origi n a l idea for
the S I LTS concept by Langley's James
Dunavant some 1 3 years ago.
The fruit of Dunavant's inspired thinkir:ig is
the present S I LTS configuration, in which
the top section of Columbia's vertical tail
has been replaced with a 20- inch-diameter
Rockwell International-built pod hous ing an
infrared camera and some associated con
trol equipment. The camera's field-of-view is
40 degrees which, by way of comparison,
equates the S I LTS infrared 'eye' with a
camera of the type you may have at home,
fitted with a wide-angle lens.
S I LTS's c a m era can rotate to look through
either of the two 2Yz-inch-diameter infrared
transparent 'windows' set into the dorne
shaped forward end of the pod; one
forward-facing, the other oblique. One win
dow l oo k s stra i g ht down toward t h e
fuselage and the leading edges o f the
Orbiter's wings at the point where they meet
the fuselage. The base of the tailfin is also
visible through this window.
The other wi ndow, being set at an angle
to the Orbiter fuselage centerline, permits
most of the port wing and the port Orbital
Manouvering System ( O M S ) pod to be
viewed.
A constant supply of nitrogen gas at
room-temperature flows across the win
dows during re-entry to provide an insu lative
cushion from the onslaught of extreme tern·
peratures caused by the friction between the
Orbiter and the surroun ding atmosphere. If
this was not done. the sensitive infrared

'eye' would only see the wi ndows them
selves, rather than what lies beyond them.
O n Shuttle m i s s i o n 6 1 - C, t h e o n l y
operational use of S I LTS thus far, the
infrared 'eye' came into action at an altitude
of 400,000 feet, when Columbia (trave l l ing
at 1 6. 700 mph) issued an automatic com·
puter command to eject thermal-protection
plugs off the two tail-mounted window
ports. At that point, the infrared camera star
ted operating, alternately viewing the port
wing and then the fuselage every e l even
seconds until the Orbiter had dropped to a
height of about 80,000 feet and slowed to a
speed of about 1 .500 mph.
I n this 20- m i nute period of operation,
over 1 1 0 pairs of infrared images were cap
tured and stored on the on- board O EX
(Orbiter Experiments) tape-recorder for
subsequent processing and ana lysis.
We are priviledged indeed to view one set
here, and hope that we might learn more
about the benefits reaped by the S I LTS
experiment when it flies on Columbia's next
mission, STS-28 in February 1 989.
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( B ) NASA astronaut Bruce McCandless tries out the MMU (Manned
M a noeuvering Unit) for the fi rst time during Shuttle Mission
41 B i n February 1 984.

A Challenger.
B Bruce McCandless.
C Columbia

& T38.

(C) Space Shuttle Columbia descends towards Edwards Air Force
Base California at the end of its maiden flight accompanied by a
NASA T38 chase olane.

D Enterprise & SCA.
E Columbia touchdown.

( D ) Space Shuttle Orbiter Enterprise atop NASA's Boeing 747 SCA
(Shuttle Carrier Aircraft)

F Columbia launch.
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( E ) Astronauts John Young (Commander) and Robert Crippen
(Pilot) land America's first Space Shuttle STS-1 Columbia,
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( F ) STS- 1 , the first Space Shuttle blasts off from Pad 39A, Kennedy
Space Center Florida, April 1 2th 1 981 .
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